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ABSTRAKT 

Interní marketing je dnes aktuálním tématem, kterým se zabývá vedení mnoha firem. Tato 

práce se zaměřuje na metody, které mohou zlepšit interní marketing firmy a přispět tak 

k lepší motivaci zaměstnanců. V práci je analyzována současná situace interního 

marketingu firmy Imcon Electronics v oblastech interní komunikace, motivace a 

vzdělávání se ve firmě. Cílem této práce je navrhnout způsoby, které by měli zvýšit 

motivaci zaměstnanců této firmy. Práce přináší bližší pohled na současné praktiky ve 

společnosti a návrhy, jak lépe motivovat její zaměstnance. Také obsahuje ekonomické 

zhodnocení, náklady a odhad ekonomického přínosu pro firmu. 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, many companies are interested in internal marketing and its benefits. The 

thesis focuses on specific methods which can improve internal marketing of a company 

and increase the motivation of employees. In the thesis, the current situation of internal 

marketing of Imcon Electronics is analysed. The analyses is focused on the internal 

communication, motivation and training of Imcon’s employees. The aim of the thesis is 

to suggest activities of internal marketing which should increase the motivation of the 

employees. The thesis shows a closer view on the current practices at the company and 

specific suggestions of how to better motivate their employees. The thesis also includes 

economic evaluation, expenditures and estimation of economic benefit for the company. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Today’s business environment for small and medium sized businesses in the Czech 

Republic is constantly changing. Nowadays,  companies need to create additional efforts 

in order to retain their employees due to lower number of available workforce. The thesis 

focuses on the activities of internal marketing (IM) and its use at an international 

company. 

Appropriate use of internal marketing can help a company to retain their current 

employees and to help their employees to feel motivated to achieve company’s objectives. 

Furthermore, IM model can lead to improved service quality and higher performance. 

The main aim of the thesis is to suggest activities of internal marketing for international 

company. These activities should increase the motivation of employees. 

Imcon Electronics is an international company which has been successfully operating on 

the Czech and foreign markets for many years. This company works as an official 

distributor of TE-Connectivity and distributes electrical equipment such as connectors 

and displays to many technical firms. However, this company has experienced loss of 

several employees during the past year and would like to improve their IM efforts in order 

to increase their employees’ motivation. 

I have chosen to do the practical part of the thesis at Imcon Electronics because I have 

performed an internship at this company during the last summer and the leadership of the 

company showed interest in me doing the thesis there. 

In order to achieve the main aim of the thesis, theories concerning internal marketing and 

internal communication will be reviewed. Employees from Imcon Electronics will be 

interviewed and the information obtained at the company will be carefully analysed. 

Afterwards, appropriate proposals based on the theories and analysis are going to be 

suggested. These proposals should lead to increased motivation of Imcon’s employees. 
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GOALS OF THE THESES 

The main aim of the thesis is to suggest activities of internal marketing for the 

international company. Plan of the activities will be based on the analysis of present 

conditions of internal marketing at the company. The activities of the internal marketing 

should increase motivation of the employees. 
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1. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

This part of the thesis provides theoretical background concerning internal marketing, 

communication, internal communication and other related topics. Provided information 

will be used in the analysis and for recommendations. 

 

1.1. Internal Marketing 

Appropriate use of internal marketing can potentially highly benefit a company. The 

purpose of internal marketing is to help an organisation to build environment where 

employees would feel motivated to achieve set aims. A company should treat its 

employees as internal customers and should apply methods such as training, motivation 

and evaluation in order to build an effective IM environment. By applying these practices, 

a company can help its employees to see the vision of the firm. Chi, Yeh and Liou (2016) 

suggest that it is necessary to understand employees’ requirements in order to help them 

feel more satisfied and fulfilled in their work. They discuss that applying IM can help 

employees to get along with their colleagues better, and have more understanding for 

decisions and changes made by management. Furthermore, they mention that if an 

organization does not apply IM, its external marketing will not perform as effectively as 

it could (Chi, Yeh and Liou, 2016). 

 

According to Maglajlic, Boso and Micevski (2018) IM can be defined as: 

“Organizational activity that applies marketing tools to address employee needs and 

expectations” (Maglajlic, Boso and Micevski, 2018, p. 292). 

 

Internal Marketing is further described by Maglajlic, Boso and Micevski (2018) as: 

“Organizational activities that apply marketing and human resource practices to 

achieving desired organizational goals” (Maglajlic, Boso and Micevski, 2018, p. 292). 

 

Gursoy (2017) describes internal marketing as: “A planned effort using a marketing-like 

approach to motivate, educate and coordinate internal customers (employees) towards 
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creating satisfaction for external customers and increase these businesses performance” 

(Gursoy, 2017, p. 224). 

 

Internal Marketing may play an important role which will influence collaboration among 

the employees and thus success of the whole company. IM will be even more important 

in the future as it increases competitiveness of a company. From a strategic view, IM is 

also often designed as an approach of a company to treat employees like they were 

internal customers. Company should regularly conduct IM research and collect and 

analyse employment related information. This approach will enable a company to 

understand and address employee needs and expectations and could help a company to 

increase employee satisfaction. Furthermore, a company needs to communicate its goals 

and strategic plans to its employees. If employees understand goals and strategies of their 

company, they can be more willing to accept new company policies. Literature also 

suggests that employee training is essential IM practice that helps employees to gain skills 

and knowledge and it increases their performance. Increased collaborative efforts among 

employees across company’s units should also generate a greater customer satisfaction 

(Fröhlich and Grimm, 2016; Maglajlic, Boso and Micevski, 2018). 

Employees play a significant role in communicating value to company’s customers in 

some cases directly in some cases indirectly. Satisfied employees will more likely 

improve service to the end customer. Competitors are able to copy services and certain 

operations which are provided by a company, however, company’s  personnel specific 

capabilities are rather difficult to copy. These capabilities can create competitive 

advantage. Such capabilities of employees require time and the company must apply IM. 

It was also found that if a company implements appropriate IM model it can lead to 

improved service quality internally and also externally. Afterwards, when employees see 

that they can affect customer service quality and that they have increased customer’s  

satisfaction, they often feel increased motivation to improve their approach even more 

(Ozuem, Limb and Lancaster, 2018; Fröhlich and Grimm, 2016). 

Abbas, Riaz and Javid (2018) claim that employees within an organisation feel naturally 

resistance to change which causes that IM techniques are sometimes difficult to 

implement (Abbas, Tayyeb and Javid, 2018). 
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Fuciu and Dumitrescu (2018) discuss advantages of internal marketing such as: increased 

knowledge of employees about the company; the employees consider themselves as being 

a part of the company its vision, goals and values; IM can help a company to gain valuable 

knowledge about its employees; company can retain  excellent people; satisfied 

employees will more likely perform better at providing service; IM can increase the 

freedom of an employee in decision-making process; creating a better connection 

between employees and customers can lead to solving customers’ problems and 

complains more quickly and more efficiently; a company helps employees to enjoy 

results of teamwork (Fuciu, Mircea and Dumitrescu, 2018).  

At the same time, if  internal marketing is not done correctly it can sometimes cause 

certain problems. IM’s main disadvantages are: it relies a lot on internal communication; 

implementation costs of internal marketing can be high; IM needs constant care, attention 

and often some adjustment in its strategies (Fuciu, Mircea and Dumitrescu, 2018; Chi, 

Yeh and Liou, 2016). 

It is suggested by Gursoy (2017) that internal marketing should contain nine dimensions 

such as: Inter-functional Coordination and Integration; Job Satisfaction; Empowerment; 

Service Quality; Employee Motivation; Vision of the Organization; Employee 

Development; Strategic Reward and Senior Leadership. Empowerment is described as an 

essential part of internal marketing and is the process of enabling and or authorising an 

individual to share their thoughts, to behave, to take actions, to control work and to make 

certain decisions autonomously. Employees consider their job as a source for 

development and self-actualization. Therefore, jobs should be treated as internal products 

for employees (internal customers). A company should create its internal marketing 

programmes and efforts in a way that employees are going to believe in company’s short 

and long-term vision. Strategic rewards can help to motivate employees and can help the 

company to achieve other goals of IM. Senior Leadership refers to intellectual and moral 

abilities of management and leaders in the company to lead the organization and 

employees in the right way. Inter-functional Coordination and Integration refers to the 

fact that cross-functional activities all have an impact on the final outcome and because 

of that employees in all parts of the organisation should aim to deliver service quality 

throughout the value chain and to achieve overall goals of the firm. It is also suggested 

that employees who are experiencing Job Satisfaction are more likely to contribute to the 
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organizational objectives and they also demonstrate greater self-determination and higher 

levels of service. Many theories about IM focus on the issue of Employee Motivation and 

Satisfaction with the final goal of improving Service Quality. Not being machines it is 

common that employees do their tasks inconsistently and the resulting performance 

differs. What an organization hopes to be and what it desires to achieve in the long term 

is revealed through the Vision of the Organization. Employee Development is being 

defined as a process where employees undergo variety of trainings in order to develop 

their skills and acquire new knowledge and abilities (Ahmed, Rafiq, 2002; Cornerstone, 

2019; Fernandes, 2018; Gursoy, 2017). 

Employees are essential marketing tools of a company. They are often in direct contact 

with customer they work with them and they are adapting marketing strategies to the 

needs of the customers. Many phrases of their work and their attitude towards the clients 

communicates information about their company. Businesses should make a serious effort 

to distribute relevant information in order to unite the employees to work towards 

common goals. If a company provides inconsistent marketing message and their 

workforce is not organised properly, they are more likely to lose employees. Employees 

should be convinced of the company’s vision and worth as much as company’s external 

customers are. The goal of internal marketing is to direct efforts of employees to provide 

value to customers. IM is based on the belief that customer’s attitudes toward a company 

are based on their experience with the company as a whole and not only on customer’s 

experience with firm’s products. In every moment when a customer communicates or 

interacts with an employee, their overall satisfaction is being affected. All the employees 

from the clerk, sales representative to technical support specialist might influence overall 

satisfaction of the customer. Therefore, the satisfaction of customers can be significantly 

influenced by the performance of all firm’s employees. Thus a firm should aim at 

applying internal marketing at all of their employees (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

For example Apple has different organizational culture to other companies. The culture 

at this company emphasizes innovation, creativity and expertise. Apple is highly selective 

when recruiting employees and they also make significant efforts to train their employees 

well. Apple strives to properly train their employees which results in a very good 

knowledge of the employees who are working at the Apple stores. These employees are 

knowledgeable concerning Apple products and can provide appropriate advice. 
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Customers sometimes come to them with a long list of questions. (Marketing Schools, 

2012). 

Many incentives are provided through IM efforts to motivate employees to achieve 

certain targets. It is crucial that these incentives are appropriate and really motivate the 

people in the company. In the Figure 1. can be seen the results of a survey carried out by 

Harris Interactive in 2011. The respondents were asked  what bonuses they wanted to 

receive from their employers. This was done around the holiday season. From the results 

can be seen that people were motivated the most by Cash Bonuses and Salary Raise. It 

also shows that they were least motivated by company parties. This information is useful 

for various companies (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Survey by Harris Interactive about motivation of the employees 

(Figure taken from Marketing Schools, 2012) 

 

Any company can apply internal marketing campaigns. Even small businesses desire to 

train their employees and to project their vision and goals. However, usually large 

companies invest the most in internal marketing campaigns. This happens often due to 

many employees in the corporation and their disconnected departments. Furthermore, it 

is more difficult to enforce a company culture in a larger company. These firms with 
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departments including: sales, marketing, logistics and production have to make united 

effort in order to educate all the employees concerning company’s objectives. Therefore, 

retailers, restaurant chains and other large companies with a large number of customer 

will be more likely interested to invest into internal marketing (Marketing Schools, 2012).  

Some of the possible IM tactics include: To identify all the areas where an organization 

comes in some contact with the marketplace; Invite top performing employees to provide 

feedback on IM and also on the HR issues; Reinforce organizational culture by using 

newsletters; Provide appropriate access to information as frequently as circumstances 

allow; To create various performance based incentives; To provide wide range of 

continuing training programmes for employees at all levels; Use social media, blogs, 

message boards and other sources to spread information; To adapt IM messages to 

individual departments, Messages for sales team should be different to messages aimed 

at IT team; To highlight success such as new contracts or achieved sales goals; Promote 

collaboration among departments (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

To create a good IM plan requires creating persuasive and informative messages which 

resonate with individual departments and all the employees within the company. In order 

to create effective IM it is important to create throughout periodic plan. A first step is to 

identify clear goals for the internal marketing strategy. These goals could be for example: 

increasing awareness of new marketing strategy in order to promote brand awareness 

between the staff. If the company wants to promote new product, they can deliver 

presentations for their employees at meetings about the product. However, if the company 

desires to fully change their culture, they might have to reorganize departments, add staff 

or implement other changes (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

Employees should be educated concerning the IM plan and its goals. Firms can use 

various sources in order to share information concerning these goals and plans with 

employees. They can use sources such as: departmental meetings, blogs, social media, 

newsletters in order to share this information. Employees should be able to access this 

information if they want at any time. Employees should feel that their suggestions and 

ideas concerning the plan are taken into consideration and at least some of them are being 

implemented. Some companies offer incentives such as bonuses, vacation days, maternity 

leave and other benefits for families. After the use of set IM plan for a certain period of 

time, leaders should evaluate the results of how well the plan is working and if it has 
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brought desired results or if it needs to be adjusted. Surveys or employee feedback cards 

can be used in order to gain information of how employees feel about the company they 

work for. This information is often truly valuable and should be required regularly from 

employees. Management can make better decisions concerning IM if they will have more 

complete information from their employees through surveys (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

 

1.1.1. Vision of the Organization 

Creating a good Vision of the Organization can be really challenging task to do but on 

the other hand it can be truly rewarding and beneficial for a company. Fernandes (2018) 

discusses that many company leaders sometimes struggle to formulate appropriate vision 

and statement for their business. She suggested that effective company visions were 

formulated for example by Disney : “To make people happy” or by Instagram: “Capture 

and share the world’s moments.” She further points out that many businesses which took 

the time and created effective vision were shaped and directed to the success and in the 

direction where the business really desired to go. Vison helps shareholders and especially 

employees to more fully understand the purpose of the business. Research shows that 

employees who think that their company’s vision is meaningful have engagement levels 

19 points above average, about 68%. Employees who are more engaged are usually more 

productive (Fernandes, 2018). 

Vision statements are focused on the future and are supposed to inspire and provide 

direction for employees of the company. Fernandes further discusses that a vision 

statement should be developed through a series of workshops with main stakeholders. 

Teams of people can craft alternate versions of the vision and ask for feedback the other 

teams of stakeholders. She further suggests that a good start of writing a vision is by 

applying a brainstorm exercise which should enhance more creativity. Fernandes points 

out that a company should determine at the start of this process where the vision is going 

to appear and what role it is going to serve in the company. This would help prevent a 

situation when a vision is set but not really used in practise. It is not sufficient to only 

hang it in the offices or simply share it via company’s social media. Vision needs to be 

truly integrated into the company culture. It is an internal communication instrument 

which helps unite and inspire a team to reach the company’s goals. It should be regularly 

revisited and it should really influence the employees. Employees should really believe 
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this vision. Only if this holds they are going to work in the way that reflects the vision 

and will make decisions according to that (Fernandes, 2018).  

Fernandes further discusses that creating the vision does not have to be an overwhelming 

task. Some steps which a company can do are to look at vision statements of firm’s 

competitors in the same industry in order to get an idea and to think how the company’s 

business can be differentiated from these. A vision statement can be only a one sentence 

or a few paragraphs. Organization should be able to repeat it easily and it should be easily 

understood. It should be aimed at the company’s team and culture not at some product. 

Good vision should also reflect the potential scale and impact it will have. Fernandes 

(2018) suggests questions to ask when setting the vision: “In what way will my brand 

ultimately interact with customers/clients?” or “What will the culture of my business look 

like, and how will that play out in the employees’ lives?” (Fernandes, 2018, p.1). The 

vision should stretch imagination and at the same time be clear and provide guidance. It 

should challenge employees to grow and at the same time set the priorities. Fernandes 

also stresses that the vision needs to be compelling not only to stakeholders but especially 

to the employees (Fernandes, 2018).  

A study aimed at a company’s vision and charismatic leadership showed that a 

charismatic leader is going to have positive effects on the company and also on the 

employees. Several studies supported that a charismatic or transformational leader can 

have a significant positive impact on the unit performance. They can positively influence 

follower’s performance attitudes and perceptions. Baum, Kirkpatrick and Locke (1998) 

suggest that a combination of components: vision and charismatic personality had strong 

positive effects on follower performance and attitudes. It was also found that a vision was 

more influential than charismatic personality in relation to direct and indirect effects on 

follower attitudes and their performance. Vision should reflect shared values to which 

organization aspires. Baum, Kirkpatrick and Locke (1998) suggest attributes of effective 

vision. These attributes are: “brevity, clarity, abstractness, challenge, orientation, stability 

and desirability or ability to inspire.” (Baum, Kirkpatrick and Locke, 1998, p. 44). 

Another important factor is communicating the vision. It should be communicated to the 

employees in various ways. Leaders in the company should also speak regularly to the 

employees with a goal to motivate them to work toward the vision. It is further suggested 

that leaders should use the best of their personal communication skills including listening 
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and speaking skills in order to articulate the vision to the followers. Baum, Kirkpatrick 

and Locke (1998) also discuss that both vision attributes and vision content are crucial 

and conclude that they found out that set vision significantly affects organization’s 

performance and that vision affects performance directly. They have also found that 

performance was influenced indirectly by vision communication (Baum, Kirkpatrick and 

Locke, 1998).  

 

1.2. Communication 

Communication can be characterized as the act of exchanging certain information by 

speaking, writing or using some other medium (Oxford Dictionaries, 2019). 

It can be also characterized as process of sharing certain information with a goal to 

eliminate uncertainty on both communicating parts. There is also certain context of the 

message, some environment in which information is provided and potential for 

interference during sending or receiving the information. Object of communication are 

data, information and knowledge. Data can be described as pure facts. If we talk about 

information it is data which have been put into context and have received specific 

meaning. Even though people use the same language and gestures communication is full 

of misunderstandings in both personal and professional life. Communication contains 

both verbal and non-verbal utterance. Even if a person is quite and does not speak, he or 

she sends information to others. It is important to understand that the goal of 

communication is to achieve mutual understanding. Better understanding can lead to 

increased trust among people (Holá, 2011; Nordquist, 2019). 

Companies usually focus mainly on the information flowing from outside such as 

information about market, their competitors, and environment in which the company 

operates. However, communication inside of the company is sometimes even more 

important.  Communication should flow through all the management positions and is 

essential component of management. It should flow in the company and should reflect 

activities and goals of a company. Communication is always influenced by certain 

circumstances such as: organization’s environment, specific situations and people who 

process it. Importance of communication can be seen especially in these areas: sharing of 

message, making decisions, explanation of certain situations, influencing of others, 
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persuading, implementing feedback, keeping the firms’ policies and rules. It is a tool 

which is being used by managers to influence attitudes to work of employees, their 

activity and behaviour. It should be used together with appropriate style of leadership and 

effective methods of rewards and motivation. Through the communication which 

company uses it creates environment for cooperation of all employees, achieving of goals 

and overall success of the company. Poor and ineffective employee communication can 

very negatively influence employee well-being and motivation. It can also result in high 

attrition rates and failing productivity. Well-being of workforce is highly influenced by 

communication, effective and good communication positively influences employee well-

being, loyalty and mental health. Effective communication contributes to employees 

feeling trusted and respected. Thomson (2019) claims that communication needs to be 

transparent and precise. He adds that clarity is also very important, because unclear 

communication leads to expectations not being met which later can cause loss of trust and 

demotivation. (Holá 2011; Thomson 2019). 

On the other hand, if communication and information flow freely and openly among the 

employees and their leaders, it inspires efforts to collaborate and improves knowledge 

sharing within the company. Having such collaborative environment  decreases  stress of 

workforce. Also, social media which allow employees to connect are a great way to 

encourage collaboration. Employees can improve sharing of information within the 

department and get feedback and answers they need from colleagues more quickly and 

efficiently. Feedback from employees is valuable and essential tool, however many 

companies fail to offer a structured means that employees can submit feedback which 

would be taken seriously. Employees should be able to share the information with 

management and be involved in decision making. Studies showed that managers who 

involve their employees in decision-making  and problem-solving have more satisfied 

employees who show higher levels of productivity. If management involves employees 

in decision making and asks for their thoughts and ideas, it demonstrates to employees 

that their perspective and opinions are valued and it can benefit management with 

possibilities they have not considered. Management should make sure that they are not 

only asking their employees for these ideas but that certain suggestions and ideas are 

really being implemented. If management pretend that they would like the ideas from 

employees but never apply them in practise it can have a demotivating effect. 
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Furthermore, career and personal development opportunities are significant contributors 

to employee motivation. There should exist effective  communication between 

employees, managers and human resources (HR) and opportunities for careers and 

personal development should be explained to employees that they stay motivated in the 

future. Employees should also receive all the necessary information concerning possible 

training opportunities which improve their skills and knowledge. Some companies 

prepare specific training courses for employees and in certain companies is assigned a 

mentor to them. HR professionals and managers should understand importance of 

communication and its impact on motivation and performance of employees  (Thomson 

2019). 

Setiawati (2019) states that employees are the most valuable resource which an 

organization has and are essential to reach future goals. Setiawati further discusses that 

communication has always been linked to organisations profit and growth and that 

effective companies were communicating with their employees about the values of 

reward programs. Internal communication is about relationships and creation of respected 

atmosphere for all employees within the organization. Effective Internal communication 

can lead to increased job performance and higher profits (Setiawati, 2019). 

Communication and its important use was discussed in this chapter. Now, internal 

communication and benefits of its appropriate use will be discussed. 

 
1.3. Internal Communication 

If a company wants to succeed in a highly-competitive environment, it has to use its 

opportunities and turn them into profit, face economic recessions and it has to be 

internally stable which is based on well-functioning internal communication. This 

communication influence is an important incentive for motivation of employees it helps 

all the employees to know what they are to do and to help everyone understand shared 

goals, vision and values of the company. Many managers believe that communication is 

very important, however internal communication is being often underestimated. 

Managers often claim that they do not devote more time to improve internal 

communication at their company because of lack of time. However, research suggests 

that more than 80% employees in both small and large companies believe that effective 

communication has an impact on their work performance and their work ethic. This 
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information should convince management of companies to be more interested in this topic 

and to strive to improve internal communication at their departments. It is pointed out by 

Holá (2011) that lack of information, missing discussions and explanations are often 

causes of demotivation of employees and their poorer performance at many companies. 

Companies often focus on marketing communication towards their clients and external 

partners. A lot of efforts of management are directed towards these areas. Due to that fact 

internal communication is being often neglected. Employees are often not respected as 

partners. Companies often make the mistake that they do not try to find out what their 

employees need or want. Management only distributes some information towards 

employees which management considers as important. The reason for this attitude of 

management is often insufficient knowledge of internal communication and its benefits 

(Holá, 2011).  

 

Holá (2011) points out certain areas which result from goals of internal communication 

such as: 

• Information security necessary for work performance 

• Information and Motivational connection necessary for cooperation 

• Forming desired work ethic and attitudes to achieve stability of employees (Holá, 

2011, p. 5). 

 

A firm should inform its employees concerning their specific work tasks, what is being 

expected from them, purpose of their work and also necessary information concerning 

firm’s processes. Organization should provide these information through organizational 

structure, good description of jobs, description of processes, manuals for specific tasks. 

Another area is communication within public relations. A firm should motivate its 

employees about company’s vision, goals, results and inform them regularly concerning 

their current state on the market. Employees need convincing facts in order to believe 

these information. In this way management can build positive relation of employees 

towards the company (Holá, 2011). 

Management should also discuss various changes with the employees and prepare them 

for the change. Especially changes that will directly affect the employees in the future. In 
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this way management can gain more trust from the employees and help them to feel less 

uncertain and more connected with management. It can also increase synergy at a 

company (Holá, 2011). 

Management should speak openly and honestly with their staff. They should also 

encourage input from employees. Sometimes employees express their anxiety about 

certain changes but other times their anxiety should be apparent to the management 

through their behaviour or changes in their performance (Manuseto, 2019). 

If communication is sufficient and functions well, management of the company is aware 

of that due to continuous feedback. Continuous feedback is necessary part of the 

communication. Via this feedback the management can prevent many problems which 

might otherwise arise. However, it is not enough to gain feedback from the employees 

only. Management should take certain action as a result of the feedback or at least show 

that they are truly aware of the problem and take it seriously. If the employees see that 

management acts in the way that they are concerned about their input but later 

management does not do anything about it in the practice it can demotivate employees. 

As a result, they can keep valuable information only to themselves in the future and not 

share it with management. Some employees claim that management is listening to them 

and their feedback but they see no action from them and feel demotivated.  

Management should keep note of the feedback provided by the employees at the meetings 

and at the next meeting they should account of what has happened as a result of that. 

Managers should take responsibility for the communication at the company. The 

managers should build a culture of mutually beneficial cooperation with their employees. 

Important factors in internal communication are also managers’ interpersonal and 

communication skills and their skills in use of communication technologies (Covey, 

1994, Holá 2011).  

Employees are usually generally interested in receiving information concerning their 

employers responsibility. 65 % of employees would like to see their employer’s social 

report. It is necessary to provide consistent information both internally and externally. 

Corporate responsibility is also important to employees and can increase their motivation 

and improve their opinion concerning their employer (Dawkins, 2005).  

According to Dawkins (2004)  employees who are aware of their company’s community 

activities speak much more positively about their employer than those who are not aware 
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of their employers community activities. Therefore it is important for a company to be 

transparent concerning these activities and share such information with their employees. 

Dawson further adds that employees are important communication channel for companies 

and that companies should not under-estimate internal communications. He states that 

employees are underutilised and a very powerful channel which can enhance a company’s 

reputation for responsibility (Dawkins, 2005). 

In this part, internal communication was discussed and importance of firm’s action after 

receiving feedback was stressed. It was also pointed out that management should 

regularly inform employees concerning firm’s vision and goals and a current state on the 

market. In the following chapter, barriers to internal communication will be described. 

 

1.4. Barriers to Internal communication 

Vdovin (2019) points out that not many companies set aside a budget for effective internal 

communication, however, to make it a priority is one of the best choices a business can 

make toward improving performance. According to a study made by Tower Watson in 

2010, companies which apply effective internal communication practices are having  47% 

higher shareholder returns when they are compared with companies which do not apply 

these practises. Vdovin adds that companies should have an effective internal 

communication plan. Negative consequences of not having such plan might be: poorer 

performance, low morale, decreasing revenue and also dissatisfied customers (Vdovin, 

2019). 

There can be many barriers to internal communication at companies. These barriers may 

include these issues:  

The assumption that everyone is informed of all that is going on in the company. 

Often, management of companies assumes that employees on their department know 

what their supervisors know. This is often a false assumption. The management needs to 

deliberately release information or company can face problems (Vdovin, 2019). 

Resistance to written policies and procedures. Start-up business owners sometimes 

leave the communication to be purely organic (communication which just happens as a 

result of collaboration). This approach might create no harm for a while and work. 

However, when the company starts to expand things should be placed in proper 
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perspective. Therefore, this is the time when management should start to apply effective 

internal communication  strategies (Vdovin, 2019). 

The issue of information security is significant. Large companies often do not want any 

information on their network before they are certain that it is safe and no information 

would leak. Until they are really certain that it is secured they are not really interested in 

the benefits of the sites. Certain sites such as Myspace have been targeted by worms, 

viruses and Trojans. It was reported that hackers have succeeded in stealing sensitive user 

information such as login information. This leak of information can potentially cause 

significant damage to companies. Especially at large corporations it is believed that no 

amount of security is enough (Baltatzis, Ormrod and Grainger, 2008; Groupe, 2019).  

Barrier for Internal communication can be not having enough communication 

channels. Novak (2019) claims that certain communication channels are much better for 

certain purposes. If a company uses communication channels where messages are sent 

with only professional purposes, short messages to colleagues will usually not take a 

place. This can have a negative effect on the overall internal communication. Novak also 

discusses that on the other hand having too many communication channels can cause 

complications as well as employees might be confused which channel is best for their 

message and certain information can get lost (Novak, 2019). 

Gose (2015) claims that Structural barriers are significant barriers to internal 

communication. He further states: “The further employees are from the source, the less 

likely they are to receive the information” (Gose, 2015, p. 1). He adds that these structural 

barriers might include  factors such as different working schedules, geographical 

locations and complicated organization structures and levels. These factors are sometimes 

necessary and cannot be avoided but companies need to take them into consideration in 

order to improve internal communication (Gose, 2015). 

Misunderstood/misinterpreted messages. If a company does not have an effective 

communication plan it can lead to misunderstanding. This is also due to highly diverse 

cultural workforce in nowadays working environment. Problems of misinterpretation of 

information can cause also problems in operation (Vdovin, 2019). 

Misconception that there should be communication only during times of crisis. Some 

less experienced managers tend to think that their job is mainly to smooth out any 

problems or concerns in the companies. Afterwards, if it happens that there are no 
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problems, they believe that there is no need for communication. This happens also when 

management does not see value in getting insights from the staff. If it happens, valuable 

feedback and insights of the employees are missing (Vdovin, 2019). 

Notwithstanding the current business state and success it achieves at the moment, it will 

have problems if management does not devote attention to the way it communicates with 

employees. If they are aware of barriers to effective internal communication and set up 

effective communication plans, management can prevent certain problems even before 

they arise. They can have also much more knowledge and ideas from their staff and create 

greater synergy at their company (Vdovin, 2019). 

Barriers to internal communication such as the assumption that everyone knows 

everything and the issue of information security were described in this chapter. A 

company should be aware of these barriers and should create appropriate plan to 

overcome such obstacles. In the following chapter, communication of a manager and its 

influence in a company are going to be discussed. 

 

1.5. Communication of a manager 

Communication is a crucial skill of a manager. However, many managers are not very 

skilled at communication which often causes problems at companies. Results of 

communication of a manager can be seen in all the management work, in planning, 

decision-making and overall leadership of the employees. These areas often fail due to 

misfunctioning communication from the management side. Manager is someone who has 

to communicate to the employees various important information, therefore managers 

should be able to communicate adequately. Manager acts as a critical connection between 

a firm and employees. They need effective communication skills in order to explain 

important information from the leadership, break down barriers and resolve conflicts 

when necessary. They often highly influence the atmosphere which exists at a department 

and can significantly influence motivation of their staff. They communicate to their teams 

specific goals and assignments and ensure that communication between department and 

their teams is effective. Acceptance of the goals, strategies and  changes by the staff 

depends especially on manager’s attitude. There are employees who come to the manager 
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for an advice or feedback when needed and manager has to handle such situations 

appropriately (Heibutzki, 2018; Holá, 2011). 

Manager differs to other employees especially by their responsibilities and competencies. 

They have also specific authority which other employees do not have. Managers are often 

assigned to their office due to their knowledge, experiences and very good results of 

performance. Holá (2011) claims that a manager should apply important principles of 

working with other employees such as: partnership, mutual benefit, openness, moral 

authority and also righteousness (Holá, 2011). 

 Some managers are aware of these principles and they claim that they strive to apply 

them, however it is common that managers often have difficulties with applying these 

principles in practice and employees are affected by it and lose trust. Some managers do 

not understand why someone is afraid to give them feedback and why they (managers) 

should keep all rules and policies as other employees when they are in higher leadership 

position. Leaders of the company should assign to the management positions only those 

who understand such above described  principles and are able to realize them in their 

office. Communication of a manager is highly influenced by their character and their 

attitudes and opinions. A manager needs to be able to find appropriate ways how to 

explain changes to their team and to explain the reasons why these changes are important. 

Commonly managers who are not keeping a firm policies and rules are causing a high 

damage to a company. Even if these managers are highly performing, such behaviour 

decreases trust and performances of their teams. Already during the interview process, a 

firm should emphasize not only expertise and skills of a person but also their personal 

characteristics and communication competencies (Holá, 2011). 

Manager has to be convinced inside about the goals and changes which they introduce to 

their teams. Even if manager has very good communication skills, if they are not 

convinced about the goals and changes they are introducing to their teams and they are 

not motivated towards these goals and changes themselves, employees are going to 

recognise it and are going to loose motivation. Managers should seek arguments and ask 

many questions themselves in order to be better prepared to answer their employees and 

to be able to implement changes in their teams. Certain managers go through various 

trainings in communication, however they often focus only on communication techniques 

such as presenting or public speaking. However, managers often ignore more important 
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lessons from these trainings such as lessons about listening, understanding and empathic 

listening (Holá, 2011). 

Especially empathic listening is a crucial skill which can help a manager to positively 

influence communication in a company and therefore will be discussed in the following 

chapter. 

 

1.5.1. Empathic listening 

Ability to communicate is a crucial skill which is being used by employees most of their 

working day. People develop abilities to read, write and speak. However, not many people 

have taken the time to develop ability to listen which is a crucial part of communication. 

Covey (1994) claims that in order to influence employees, managers need to truly 

understand a person. It is not possible to achieve only through certain techniques because 

as people in a company detect that a manager uses such a technique they would determine 

a manager is trying to manipulate them somewhere where they want and would not be 

open to the manager any more. Covey claims that a character of a manager is crucially 

important and that people can feel whether or not they can be truly open to certain 

manager or not. Covey discusses that many managers and people in general are not trying 

to listen to the other person in order to understand them but in order to answer them. 

When communicating with an employee, they either speak or are preparing to say 

something or to give a person certain advice what he or she should do (Covey, 1994).  

There are several levels of listening. The first level is that an employee can be completely 

ignored and a manager does not listen to what employee is trying to say at all. The second 

level is that manager listens to employee selectively and really listens only to a part of 

the conversation. The third level is to listen carefully and to really pay attention to what 

the other person is trying to say. The fourth level of listening is empathic listening (Covey, 

1994; Ramchandani, 2018).  

Empathic listening is not done by certain technique and it is not part of active or reflective 

listening which imitates what the other person says. If a manager applies empathic 

listening he or she is listening with an intention to understand the other person. It means 

to listen with an intention to try to see the world as the other person sees it. Manager is 

able to better understand what the employee feels. It also means not to judge the other 
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person. Empathy refers to be better connected with the other person in communication 

and to have a greater compassion, understanding and receive better insight what is the 

other person trying to say. Covey claims that if a manager empathically listens to 

employee the communication highly improves and greater synergy can be achieved. It is 

critical skill for someone who wants to be successful at work. If a leader empathetically 

listens they would more likely respond constructively when the employee shares their 

work problems (Covey, 1994; Murphy, 2017; Ramchandani, 2018).  

According to the research 32% of a worker’s loyalty is the outcome of feeling trust 

towards their leader (Murphy, 2017). Important indicator which influences this trust is 

that the leader responds constructively in the case when employee shares their work  

problems. Many people do not properly understand what empathic listening means and 

are making mistakes at it which decreases trust of their employees. Some leaders tend to 

believe that empathic listening is when they say during the conversation words such as “I 

see” or “right”. There are others who think that empathic listening includes sharing their 

own experiences in order to relate to the other person (Murphy, 2017). 

 

Murphy (2017) shares an example concerning this issue: 

 

There is a first person that works in a company and is going through a very difficult 

financial situation. It is very stressful time for them. The second person has a conversation 

with them and the first person shares with the second: “I am probably going to have some 

health difficulties from all this stress I am going through” 

 

The reply of the second person: “You know what? I realise that enduring these kinds of 

really difficult situations is a great chance for people to grow”. 

 

According to Murphy (2017) more than 40% of people think that this particular answer 

by the second person is empathic, however this answer is not empathic. The response of 

the second person is not emphatic due to the fact that it is a form of advice. The second 

person is basically saying to the first person that they know better than the first person 

which particular step they should do. The second person is saying to the first that they 
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should not be feeling stressed and should view this experience as a growth opportunity 

instead. However, the first person is most likely not looking for such advice. They opened 

so much that they have shared their feelings and what they desired was that someone 

would appreciate their difficulty and understand their struggle. What they need is 

empathy. If they would be looking for an advice they would ask for an advice. The first 

person was only looking to be heard (Murphy, 2017). 

Murphy claims that if a person wants to listen empathically they should not share phrases 

which initiate with “I find”, “I do”, “I like to” and “I”. He discusses that using of these 

phrases takes the focus away from the speaker and points it on us. The first person can 

get a feeling that we – the second person is telling them that they are not smart enough 

and that the second person knows better than them. If a person strives to listen 

empathically they should avoid these particular approaches: Giving immediate advice; 

Correcting the other person; Telling a story; Shutting down feelings (“Do not be so sad”; 

“Cheer up”); Evaluating (“You are not being realistic”); Interrogating (How could have 

you done that?”. If a manager listens empathetically they should focus their attention on 

the other person and try to see the world as the other person sees that. If the manager does 

that they will understand the other person much better and furthermore the person’s trust 

in the manager will increase (Murphy, 2017; Ramchandani, 2018). 

Ramchandani (2018) discusses that empathatic listening is often not an easy task. She 

mentions that a person who strives to apply this type of listening needs to less think about 

themselves and really focus on the other person. To learn this type of listening often takes 

time. Ramchandani also suggests that a person who applies this listening should pay 

attention to the body language of the other person, use attentive posture, comfortable eye 

contact and that their gestures and intensity should be aligned with the  speaker’s gestures 

and intensity. Also, that the listener should apply open ended, empathic questions. 

Furthermore, empathic listening does not mean that the listener agrees with the speaker 

but they strive to really understand them. Listener should also refrain from their needs, 

opinions, stories and thoughts or even interrupting the speaker because it could break the 

effective communication. If a person is framing a response when the other person is still 

speaking, then they are not empathically listening (Covey, 1994; Ramchandani, 2018). 

Covey (1994) suggests that some people can stop being open to a person if every time 

when they open up to them about certain concern the other person responds by giving 
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various responses such as “I have told you that”, “You should have not done that”, and 

“You should do it this way”. He adds that many people often do not realize at all that they 

are responding to others in this way. Covey trained many managers at various seminars 

in interpersonal communication and adds that when people realized their typical 

responses and strived to change that and more listen to others they have experienced a 

significant change in interpersonal communication (Covey, 1994).  

Covey (1994) suggests that there are several levels to emphatic listening. A person who 

strives to apply this way of listening needs to have good intentions towards the other 

person and should have a good character. In order to apply empathic listening the 

relationship between the two people should be positive. The first level which Covey 

describes is to repeat the content what the other person has said or some of the content. 

He warns that this is the least effective level of emphatic listening but is already effective. 

A person does not need to use much of the thinking in order to apply this level (Covey, 

1994). 

 

Covey (1994, p. 246) gives an example of the first level of emphatic listening 

(conversation between the father and the son): 

Son: “I found it out dad! School is only for fools!” 

Father: “You found it out. You think that school is only for fools.” 

 

In reality, the empathically listening person (in this case father) repeats that what has 

already been said by the son. Father is not judging/investigating/advising/interpreting 

what the son has said, he only repeats the information (Covey, 1994). 

The second level of empathic listening is explaining the content what the first person has 

said by using other words. This level is more effective than the first one (Covey, 1994). 

Covey (1994, p. 247) gives an example of the second level of emphatic listening 

(conversation between the father and the son): 

Son: “I found it out dad! School is only for fools!” 

Father: “So you do not want to go to school anymore?” 
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In the third level a person expresses a reflection of feelings. 

 

Covey (1994, p. 247) gives an example of the third level of emphatic listening 

(conversation between the father and the son): 

Son: “I found it out dad! School is only for fools!” 

Father: “You are really disgusted by school.” 

 

In the fourth level of empathic listening a person can achieve great results. In this level, 

father expresses son’s thought by his words and at the same time he expresses reflection 

of son’s feelings. The father creates a really positive environment for the son. By doing 

this, the father helps the son to understand better his own thoughts and feelings. At the 

same time, the son feels he can be more sincere to the father because he gains faith that 

the father is trying to sincerely help him and his trust towards the father increases as well. 

The difference between that what the son is feeling and sharing with the father has 

decreased. At this time, the son can be more sincere and father can gain more correct 

information about what his son is going through (Covey, 1994). 

 

Covey (1994, p. 247) gives an example of the fourth level of emphatic listening 

(conversation between the father and the son): 

Son: “I found it out dad! School is only for fools!” 

Father: “You are really disgusted by school.” 

Son: “Definitely! I am! School is not practical. There is nothing that I am gaining from 

school. 

Father: “You have a feeling that school is not giving you something beneficial.” 

Son: “Well, yes. We do not study anything that would somehow benefit me.. I mean, look 

at Joseph. He left school. He is working at car-repairs as mechanic and by doing this he 

earns a lot of money. This is practical.” 

Father: “You think that Joseph had the best idea.” 

Son: “I mean in some way he had. He is really earning a lot of money at the moment, but 

in a few years I think he will regret it.” 
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Father: “You think that Joseph will figure it out himself that he did not make a good 

decision?” 

Son: “He has to. Look at what he is giving up. I believe that in today’s world without 

education you cannot achieve much.  

Father: “Education is really important.” 

Son: “Definitely. Without a diploma you do not get a proper job and you cannot get 

accepted to university, what can you do then. Education is necessary. 

Father: “ It is good for your future.” 

Son: “Well, it is dad.. But you know what? I am really worried. Look, You won’t tell it 

to mother right?” 

Father: “You do not want your mother to know that.” 

Son: “I do not but maybe you could tell her that. She would eventually find out. Look 

dad, for example the today’s exam. The one in reading. Oh, dad, they have told me that 

my reading mark is D. D! And I am a student of high-school! I am going to fail. I think 

that I am going to fail, dad. I could also give up but I do not want that.” 

Father: “You are truly in a difficult situation son. You are in the middle of dilemma.” 

Son: “What do you think that I should do dad?” 

 

In this example of fourth level of empathic listening the father was able to really 

understand what is the reason behind his son not wanting to attend school. This was 

achieved due to the father’s application of empathic listening level four and trying to 

really understand what his son is trying to tell him. Instead of shallow situation 

environment he created environment  in which he can have influence on his son, but also 

can improve their relationship at the same time. He was not judging the son or giving him 

immediate advices, but the father in this case applied empathic listening level fourth as 

described by Covey. The father also helped his son to have courage to openly speak about 

a real problem. In this moment in the example the son is revealing to his father the real 

concern which he has and asking him for advice. They are not enemies and they are being 

on the same side. Covey explains that the father should be sensitive at this point when 

giving the advice to the son and has to carefully watch the son’s behaviour. Until 

speaker’s response is logical, the listener can effectively ask questions and provide 
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advice. However, at the moment when speaker’s advice starts to be emotional the listener 

should return to empathic listening (Covey, 1994). 

Later on in this example father is able to find out solution together with the son. In this 

example father and the son come to a conclusion that the son will try to go for the extra 

reading lessons. Covey also explains that applying empathic listening opens the listener 

to be influenced by the speaker and to possibly change their views. Therefore, it makes a 

listener vulnerable. This way of listening can be applied within families as described in 

the example but also at the workplace by a manager. If employees will feel real concern 

of the manager and his effort to truly listen to them, it can happen that they will open up 

to the manager concerning their real problems and communication can rapidly improve. 

Manager can have a better understanding what challenges are their employees facing and 

what needs to be improved in case of internal marketing. Empathic listening creates 

important trust among the employees and can help to increase synergy at the work place. 

This level of listening requires manager to be opened and to really understand benefits of 

such internal communication (Covey, 1994). 

 

1.6. How to increase department’s motivation within its company and 

keep the employees engaged 

Employers should be able to discern employee disengagement which can after some 

period of time escalate into employee leaving the company. Since the employee starts to 

show some disengagement it can take days weeks, months or even years before the 

employee makes the decision to leave. Many managers tent to be so busy that they miss 

obvious signs of an employee considering leaving the company. Managers should 

recognize these signs as soon as possible in order to take appropriate steps and help their 

employees to stay in the company and be actively engaged. Managers in the Czech 

Republic should be focused on retaining their employees especially due to low amount 

of available workforce. According to Bureš (2019) the Czech Republic does not have 

enough workforce and unemployment is only 3,1 %  and businesses are struggling to have 

enough employees. Unemployment rate has significantly decreased during the last 3 years 

from more than 7,5% to 3,1 % as can be seen in the Figure 2. Therefore, leadership of the 

companies should focus their efforts to retain their workforce (Branham, 2005). 
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According to Branham (2005) there are two periods in employee’s thought process when 

they are considering leaving a firm. The first period is the time between their initial 

thoughts of leaving and subsequent decision to leave. During this time disappointment 

and often bitterness can set in. The second period starts by the time employee makes the 

decision to leave and ends when they actually leave. During the second period the 

manager has a really low chances of helping employee to become fully engaged again 

(Branham, 2005). 

Because of that managers should be careful and recognise signs of employee getting less 

engaged. Branham (2005) claims that employees begin to think about leaving if one or 

more of these four fundamental human needs are not being met: The need for trust - 

employee expects the firm to keep their promises, to be honest, to invest in them, to treat 

them fairly, The need to have hope – employee believes that they will be able to develop 

their skills, grow and have the opportunity for a career progress, The need to feel 

competent – Expectation that employee will be matched to a job that is matching their 

talents and their desire for a challenge (Branham, 2005, p.2). 

 

 

        2015        2016                 2017           2018 

 

Figure 2. Unemployment rate (%) in the Czech Republic since January 2015 until 
December 2018 

(Figure taken from Finance.cz) 
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Branham (2005) describes seven main reasons why employees leave. These seven 

reasons are: “The job or workplace was not as expected, The mismatch between job and 

person, Too little coaching and feedback, Too few growth and advancement 

opportunities, Feeling devalued and unrecognized, Stress from overwork and work-life 

imbalance, Loss of trust and confidence in senior leaders” (Branham, 2005, p. 3). 

 

1.6.1. Reason 1 – Unmet expectations 

Branham (2005) explains that unmet expectation is often overlooked reason why 

employees leave the company. He discusses that in reality it may be the number one 

reason why employees are leaving. Sometimes their expectations were unrealistic. Some 

employees stay and adopt other disengage and stay and many disengage and leave. When 

the employee realizes that employer cannot meet some of the main expectations the 

employee has, they often have a feeling of being betrayed. This can be the turning point 

that begins the disengagement and in the end it may be the reason why employee leaves 

the company. The more employee understands their expectations the higher are the 

chances that they match the expectations and stay in the company. Often, many new 

employees who have recently left the university are not really aware of their needs and 

desires concerning the job. In the case of expectations, open communication can help 

both parties to be aligned in the expectations. It may also lead to discussion and agreement 

concerning certain issue and can improve the situation (Branham, 2005). 

 

Branham (2005) suggests following practices which can raise the probability of employee 

staying in the organization: 

 

Conduct realistic job previews with each new candidate: The discussion concerning 

the job and the position should be very open and job activities, performance expectations, 

immediate work team, management style, financial conditions and other similar topics 

should be clearly explained to the candidate. If the truth concerning certain of these topics 

is hid, the company will most probably lose the employee when they find out the truth.  
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Hire from a pool of temporal positions, interns, part-time workers: If the employees 

come to experience working in a company they have opportunity to experience positives 

and negatives about working there. After this experience both they and the firm can make 

more informed decision concerning a full- time relationship. 

 

Hire from current employee referrals: Employees who already work for the company 

tend to realistically describe the job and also the working environment which they are 

referring. They are also interested in maintaining good relationships and they will most 

probably minimise surprises for both parties – the company and the new candidate. 

 

Create realistic job description and name the critical competencies: Branham 

discusses that it is not a very good idea when company presents a list of a desired 

candidate with a long list of competencies. It can potentially narrow the pool of candidates 

too much and the company can lose some very good potential candidates. 

 

Allow team members to interview candidates: It was found that if those who are 

supposed to work with the new candidate as teammates take part in the interview process, 

the interview often more realistically reflects the expectations of the new position and 

needs and competencies of both parties. It also can encourage and motivate the employees 

that their opinion matters and that they received this important responsibility. 

 

Survey or interview new hires in order to find out how to minimize new hire negative 

experiences in the future. The management should interview new hires and ask them 

for feedback about their experience. Based on this information a company can minimize 

misunderstandings for the future candidates and retain more of them  (Branham, 2005, p. 

3). 

 

1.6.2. Reason 2 – Mismatch between job and person 

Another reason which is being suggested by Branham is mismatch between job and the 

person. Companies which were able to select the right talent and keep employees well- 

matched with their jobs often have several best practises. One of them is to make strong 
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commitment to the continuous upgrading of talent. The best employers are determined 

that company’s future depends on getting and keeping the right people. They also follow 

a consistent and throughout talent forecasting. A firm should be aware of what makes the 

top performers successful in their positions. Then they should focus during the job 

interviews especially on these abilities. Another possibility is to use multiple interviewers 

to get a better view of the candidate. These hiring managers should have a very good 

training in behavioural interviewing (Branham, 2005). 

 

1.6.3. Reason 3 – Too little coaching feedback 

Another reason why new employees leave can be too little coaching feedback. 

Performance coaching and feedback are really important and they help an employee to 

answer important questions such as how are they doing in their work, what is expected of 

them and where is the whole company going. Branham suggests that a good practise it to 

create a culture of continuous feedback and to conduct informal feedback conversations 

in addition to formal performance reviews (Branham, 2005). 

 

1.6.4. Reason 4 – Too few growth and advancement opportunities 

Another reason for leaving pointed out by Branham is too few growth and advancement 

opportunities. Many things are quickly changing in the business environment today. 

Most employers believe that employees must take the initiative in their own career 

development. Employers should also give their employees training which is enabling 

them to be the best that they can be. It is also beneficial to give employees access to job 

descriptions and educational requirements that they will need to qualify for other 

positions in the company. Employees should be also kept informed concerning 

company’s evolving and marketing strategies and career opportunities. A good idea is 

also to share new job opportunities through career workshops and in less formal ways to 

employees (Branham, 2005). 

Branham (2005) also suggests to hire from within the company as much as possible. It is 

much easier and often cheaper to hire from within the company. Company’s employees 

already know much of the company culture, better understand the management 

expectations and most probably would require less supervision and training. This can 
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reduce the costs of the company. To hire from within should be the first option (Branham, 

2005). 

Branham also suggests that formal mentoring programmes can increase opportunities for 

everyone in the company and help develop future leaders. He adds that mentoring 

competencies should be one of the competencies for which managers are being evaluated. 

If mentoring competencies are evaluated and measured they are more likely to improve. 

Leaders of the company should not fear to give training even if they are afraid that the 

employees are going to leave and the company would not benefit from them. If the 

employees are not being trained they are more likely to leave (Branham, 2005). 

 

1.6.5. Reason 5 – Feeling devalued and unrecognized 

Reason of leaving can be also feeling devalued and unrecognized. All the employees 

want to feel important and recognized. However, in many organizations employees feel 

in a really opposite way. Sometimes employees can feel that the focus is placed too much 

on numbers and think that leadership in the company does not really listens to them or 

appreciate their efforts. It is also important that leaders show appreciation at the right time 

which can increase the motivation. If they wait too long with the appreciation it can have 

much lower effect on the employees performance than it could have had if expressed at 

the right time. Jelínek and Jetmarová (2017) also claim that leaders should praise the 

employees rather for their efforts and not only for their strengths and innate abilities. They 

claim that to praise employees efforts have greater positive influence on employees 

performance in the long run (Branham, 2005; Jelínek and Jetmarová, 2017; Petty and 

Foltýn, 2013). 

There might be many reasons why managers do not appreciate their employees. Some of 

the managers may tend to have attitude towards employees that if they do not hear from 

them (from the managers) it means that they (employees) are doing a good job. Other 

managers might not pay enough attention to the performance of their stuff that they do 

not realize when something of more significance was accomplished. It can also happen 

that managers tend to recognize some employees and forget others (Branham, 2005). 

Branham also suggests to reserve certain amount of finances for immediate cash payouts 

to recognize top performers. These rewards should be given as quickly as possible 
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following the achievement in that way it can have even greater motivational effect. It is 

also a good idea to involve employees and encourage two-way communication when 

designing new pay systems. Otherwise leaders can choose certain pay system which is 

not very motivating for employees in their team. They need to listen to them. Surveys 

indicated that employees who understand how their pay is determined are more satisfied 

in their work. (Branham, 2005; Petty and Foltýn, 2013). 

Managers should also show sincere appreciation and say “thank you” and find ways how 

to recognize their employees. They should also pay particular attention to new hires. 

Leadership should make special effort to help new hires feel welcomed and important. 

Managers should also conduct regular meetings with the employees and ask for their input 

and then listen and respond. They should appreciate and act on good suggestions from 

employees (Branham, 2005). 

 Managers should be also careful to share information as soon as they can in order to 

avoid rumours which can negatively influence employees’ performance and cause them 

to loose trust. Leaders of the company need to give to employees right tools when they 

need them. These are important investments. They should not look upon software, hard-

ware, furniture and other equipment as things they only have to save the money on. These 

equipment are important investments, they can not only enhance productivity but it is 

sending a message to employees that they are worth the investment. Managers should 

imagine working with the same equipment and in the same conditions as their employees 

are working and ask themselves how they would like it. If the answer is they would not 

like it, they should improve it for their employees. If the leaders will look upon employees 

work from employees’ perspective it will show a good character from their side which 

will increase the trust of the employees towards them (Branham, 2005; Covey, 1994). 

According to Messmer (2005) praise can be a very powerful motivator. He also suggests 

that if someone exceeds the expectations, they should be acknowledged publicly such as 

during the employee meeting. It does not only motivates the employee but it also 

highlights the type of behaviour which the firm would like other employees to emulate. 

It is also important to remember to reward teams. This can be done for example in the 

way that someone from management invites the successful team on a lunch. Messmer 

also discusses that it is important to stress to supervisors importance of acknowledging 

employees who acted as a great team players because they have accepted additional 
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responsibilities or have helped other team member with their task. Contribution of these 

employees might be as important for the company as work of employees who are the best 

performers (Messmer, 2005). 

Messmer (2005) also adds that even though money is not the only reason why people 

work, it is one of the primary reasons. The company cannot expect to retain top 

performers if they will not pay them competitively. If the leaders of the company 

undercompensate their employees they are sending them a message that they are not 

valuable to the organization’s success. The leaders of the company need to make sure that 

the salaries they are offering are at least at the similar level with salaries for similar 

positions in other firms. Leaders of the company should also remember that their most 

talented employees are going to be always in demand so it is a good idea to pay them at 

least a little more than firms’ competitors are paying (Messmer, 2005). 

 

1.6.6. Reason 6 – Stress from overwork and work-life imbalance 

Another reason for employees leaving suggested by Branham is stress from overwork 

and work-life imbalance. Leadership in the company should be aware of all the things 

that their employees can be stressed about. These may include: overwork, personality 

disagreements with other employees, disorganized supervisors, forced overtime and 

other. Company leaders should determine if the organization’s culture is healthy, 

unhealthy or even toxic. The leaders can improve stressed culture by creating weekly 

rituals such as Pizza on Wednesday. Also, by building social connectedness and harmony 

in the company. This can be done by improving relationships in the company for example 

by assigning team projects, allowing employees reasonable time to have a conversation 

at a coffee break and organizing team building events. Branham also suggests that leaders 

should encourage fun in the workplace. This can significantly reduce stress and keep 

employees from burning out (Branham, 2005). 

Even the best performing employees are not able to give 110 percent at all times. Putting 

too much pressure on them can lead to poor morale and dissatisfaction. Managers need 

to make sure that current workloads are realistic and they should revise them periodically. 

Their employees should not feel overwhelmed and underappreciated (Messmer, 2005). 
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1.6.7. Reason 7 – Loss of trust and confidence in senior leaders 

The last reason why employees leave which Branham discusses is loss of trust and 

confidence in Senior Leaders. Employees might feel that Leaders are concerned only 

with their own greed and not with the important needs and concerns of employees. It can 

be manifest by lack of enthusiasm in the workplace and increasing complaints and 

questions about policies and business items of the company. One way how leaders gain 

more trust from their employees is by backing up words with actions. They need to do 

what they say they are going to do. For example, leaders should not be saying how people 

are their most important asset and later decrease the budget on training these people. 

Covey (1994) also discusses how important is to keep promises. He claims that by 

keeping the promise a leader significantly improves relationship and increases trust. On 

the other hand, by not keeping what one promised they decrease the trust and it has a 

negative impact on their relationship. Covey suggests that it is extremely important for 

leaders to keep promises to their employees. Employees usually build their hopes upon 

such promises. It is sometimes wise to promise less and do more. Covey also suggests 

that if it occasionally happens that the management is not able to keep their promise due 

to an unforeseen reason, they should clearly explain what has happened to their 

employees and why they cannot keep the promise. If the leaders show by this attitude that 

keeping their promises and words to their employees is a priority for them, they will build 

strong relationships with their employees which will be very useful during the times of 

difficulties (Branham, 2005, Covey, 1994). 

Leaders should also place their trust and confidence in their employees. They should 

enact policies which show that they trust them. Leaders should aim at increasing 

collective power and synergy in the company which will help the company to meet new 

challenges and retain their employees. 

 

1.7. Financial Incentives 

Financial compensation is an important direct compensation for employees. These 

Bonuses are rewards in financial form given to employees whose production has 

exceeded set standards. These extra payments are important because they are given to 
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employees due to their performance and not due to their seniority or length of work 

(Novianty and Evita, 2018).  

Novianty and Evita (2018) claim that these incentives directly influence power and 

potential of workers to desire to work hard and realize the goals which have been set. 

These extra incentives can dramatically enhance motivation in the effort to achieve set 

aims. Research carried in medical sector has also proven that financial incentives do have 

significant effect on the performance of employees (Novianty and Evita, 2018). 

Novianty and Evita (2018) discuss that motivation is a potential force and it does exist in 

a person and can be further developed by the person themselves or by the help of others. 

Thus, the others can influence the results of someone’s work by financial and non-

financial rewards. These rewards should be adjusted to the situation an conditions which 

the person faces. Novianty and Evita (2018) claim that another research showed that 

material incentives have notable influence on motivation and that higher the incentive is 

the higher is the motivation of the employee (Novianty and Evita, 2018). 

 

Toppr (2019) discusses various types of financial incentives such as: 

 

Bonus – Sum of money offered to a worker which is above their basic salary as a reward 

for their good performance. 

 

Productivity linked Wage Incentives – These types of incentives are linked with the 

increase in productivity of an individual or it can be also for a group. For example a 

worker is paid 60 dollars per day if he or she produces 60 pieces of the product per day. 

If he or she produces more than 60 pieces, he or she is going to receive 6 dollars more for 

each piece which is above 60. This can significantly motivate workers to produce more 

pieces. However, management should be also aware of the quality which might start 

decreasing due to faster performance of employees. 

 

Profit Sharing – In some companies, the employees are given a share in the profits of 

the company. This can effectively motivate them to perform efficiently and help to 

increase the profits of the organisation. 
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Stock Options or Co-partnership – This can be offered within Stock Option Plan – the 

employee is offered ordinary shares of the firm at lower price in comparison to market 

price. These shares are usually being offered to management within their compensation 

package. If the company is doing better, the employees’ shares gain a greater value which 

can often motivate the employees. Companies who are offering to their employees this 

incentive are for example Infosys and The Cheesecake Factory.  

 

Commission – Certain organizations offer commissions to their employees in addition to 

their standard salary. This incentive should motivate the employees to increase the client 

base of the organization and also to increase sales (Toppr, 2019). 

 

Maul (2017) discusses that companies commonly implement year-end bonus. This bonus 

is usually not connected to a specific and measurable achievements, therefore, many 

employees think that if they do their job they will simply get the bonus. Employees often 

do not work as hard as they should to earn this type of bonus. On the other hand, if they 

do not receive this bonus in the end of the year it can lower their job satisfaction. Maul 

suggests that employees should instead of tying the incentive to a specific time of the year 

to tie it to specific, measurable and achievable outcome. Maul also discusses that it is a 

good idea to change the incentives frequently and to make sure that employees have 

received appropriate education concerning these incentives and understand what they can 

do in order to achieve them. Leaders of the company should aim to be as clear as possible 

concerning these incentives and avoid ambiguity (Maul, 2017). 

It is a good idea to make the incentives partially individual and partially team based or 

even a company-wide. If the incentives are at least partially based on the team 

participation the employees will be more likely to willingly to collaborate with each other 

to achieve the targets (Maul, 2017). 

 

1.8. Qualitative Research 

The main ideas guiding qualitative research differs from those in quantitative research.  
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According to Flick (2013) preliminary list of Qualitative research features includes: 

“Appropriateness of methods and theories, Perspectives of the participant and their 

diversity, Reflexivity of the researcher and the research, Variety of approaches and 

methods in qualitative research” (Flick, 2013, p.13). 

Quantitative research applies statistical methods in order to establish validity and 

reliability of research findings. Qualitative research on the other hand aims to design and 

incorporate methodological strategies in order to ensure trustworthiness of findings. 

These strategies may include: Taking into consideration personal biases which can 

potentially influence findings, Engagement with other researches to reduce bias (Noble, 

Smith, 2015). 

Qualitative research is process of researching in-depth knowledge concerning social 

phenomena. It is more focused on “why” than on “what”. It is also dependant on the real 

experiences of human. The main areas of this type of research are individuals, societies 

and cultures. There exists many methods of conducting this research, but any researcher 

should understand that knowledge is subjective rather than objective and the researcher 

should learn from the person who is being interviewed in order to gain an understanding 

of the meaning in their lives. It can be stated that quantitative research is concerned with 

measurement and numbers. On the other hand, qualitative research is focused on 

understanding and words. Qualitative methods help the researcher to study the problem 

in depth and in more detail. Another difference between quantitative and qualitative 

research is that quantitative research values control. Qualitative research benefits from 

openness and flexibility. Qualitative and quantitative research have different strengths 

and weaknesses and should be viewed as alternatives. In case of qualitative research there 

should be done Participant check. This means that collected data should be reviewed by 

the participant who has provided the data in order to correct errors which might have been 

done unintentionally by the researchers (University of Utah, 2019). 

The main property of qualitative research is that it does examine the way people make 

sense of their own life experiences in their minds. This information is usually shared by 

people in their everyday life. Therefore, Qualitative research focuses on the way the 

results are being understood in researchers minds. Quantitative research is aimed at 

amount or level of the variable which is being investigated. On the other hand, Qualitative 

research is aimed at patterns and forms of such a variable. Qualitative research is based 
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on the idea of subjectivity. Every human being perceives the world differently based on 

their specific interactions with external world including other people. Thus, what an 

individual regards as reality consists of sets of impressions, inferences and also opinions 

in the individual’s mind (Cropley, 2019). 

Cropley (2019) claims that there is no such thing as an objective reality (from the point 

of view of people who interact with others). What a person regards as reality is a model 

which is constructed by that particular person through the process of observation and 

interpretation of their experiences. The way people make sense of events they experience 

is subjectively constructed. The task of Qualitative research is to gain some insight into 

such constructions of reality and to gain better understanding how the people perceive 

this reality (Cropley, 2019). 

The information which is being collected by the qualitative researchers is called 

Qualitative data. This data are collected usually by speaking, writing, audio tapes, video 

tapes and also by observation how people go about their lives. It is common to conduct 

interviews in order to obtain this data (Cropley, 2019). 

The aim of a research is to enlarge knowledge (Cropley, 2019). Qualitative research can 

uniquely cast light on really interesting and important information. Quantitative questions 

are less able to deal with certain questions about human beings. Furthermore, Quantitative 

methods often overlook purpose, intention and understanding in behaviour (Cropley, 

2019). 

 

1.8.1. Qualitative research interviews 

There exist three main types of research interviews. These interviews are: structured, 

semi-structured and unstructured interview. Structured interviews are verbally 

administered questionnaires where interviewer has a list of predetermined questions 

which they ask interviewee. These interviews are relatively quick to administer. 

Unstructured interviews are performed with very little organisation and do not reflect 

some predetermined theories. These types of interviews can simply start with opening 

question like: “Could you tell me about your experience of attending this meeting?” 

Interview later progresses based upon the initial answer from the respondent. These 

interviews are appropriate if there is required significant depth and they can take more 
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time. Semi-structured interviews are composed of several main questions which define 

other areas which should be explored. This interview is more flexible than structured 

interview because it allows to ask other questions which have not been set prior to the 

interview. Interviewer can thus go into more depth of the problem and gain useful 

additional information (Gill, et al., 2008). 

The aim of the research is to explore the views, motivations, believes and experiences of 

those who are being interviewed on specific matters. These qualitative methods are 

believed to offer deeper understanding of social phenomena in comparison to quantitative 

methods. Therefore, interviews are most appropriate when there are detailed insights 

required from people who are being interviewed. Interviews are also appropriate for 

gaining information about certain sensitive topic (Gill, et al., 2008).  

 

1.8.2. Conducting the interview 

The goal of an interview is rather maximum of self-revelatory comments of how the 

interviewee perceives the situation. A task for an interviewer is to diagnose the depth in 

which the person answers. Strategies for increasing the level of depth are for example 

focus on feelings and referring to a comparative situations (Flick, 2013). 

Flick (2013) suggests asking questions such as: What impressed you the most about the 

situation?; How did you feel about this situation?; What did you learn from this situation?; 

As you have listened to this speech, did you feel it was like this?; Could you explain this 

situation in more detail?; What do you mean by this? (Flick, 2013). 

Through the interview the researchers often aim to obtain subjective views on a certain 

situation. Sometimes, people who are being interviewed provide only objective 

information which is not desired by the interviewers. Flick suggests that an interviewer 

should note their impressions of the interviewee, of the communication with the 

interviewee, external influences, information about the room and environment where the 

interview took place and other information. This may help for the later interpretation of 

responses of the interviewee. These notes should be recorded promptly right after the 

interview. Flick also warns before applying interview guide too strictly. This might 

decrease the benefits of openness of the interviewee and less contextual information 

might be obtained (Flick, 2013). 
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The interviewer can also make a mistake and interrupt interviewee at the wrong moment 

in order to move to another question too fast and thus miss important information which 

could have been obtained if they would get deeper. The reasons for this may be that the 

interviewer is afraid that they would move too far from the set guide for the interview and 

would not meet the targets of interview or sometime the interviewer is too worried about 

the time of the interview. It is also important that the interviewer uses everyday language 

questions and not scientific concepts in questions (Flick, 2013). 

The interviewer should also clearly explain the aim of the interview and its purpose to the 

interviewee prior to interview and try to answer all the questions they may have. 

Interviewer should also check the questions they are going to ask and make sure they are 

understandable. They should also plan what they are going to ask if the interviewee’s 

answers remain too general (Flick, 2013). 

 Interviews can be extended to another meeting with goals to check if the researcher 

recorded the answers correctly and if they are valid. (Flick, 2013). 
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2. CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS 

2.1. Imcon Electronics 

The company where I am going to do the practical part of the thesis is called Imcon 

Electronics. This company successfully operates on the Czech and international market 

for several decades. The company operates in electrical-engineering industry. Imcon 

operates as an official distributor of TE-Connectivity. The company worked as an official 

distributor of the company Deutsch which has been bought by TE-Connectivity in 2012. 

The company also cooperates with company called Wachendorff and many other 

companies and acts as their distributor. Imcon not only distributes the equipment but they 

have their own production and can adjust certain products to their customers’ specific 

needs (TE-Connectivity, 2012; Imcon Electronics, 2019). 

Imcon Electronics is located in Šlapanice in the Czech Republic where they also have 

their storehouse. Company’s main products are connectors DT. These connectors can be 

found in various applications for example in cars, busses, agricultural machinery, military 

machinery, air-conditions, washing machines and in other applications. A typical 

customer of Imcon electronics could be medium sized manufacturer of agricultural 

machinery for example tractor manufacturer who manufactures medium amount of 

tractors. Large manufacturers can order  connectors in large amounts directly from TE-

Connectivity. Imcon Electronics acts as a supplier for companies who order medium or 

lower amount of connectors (Imcon Electronics, 2019). 

Imcon Electronics has 14 employees. Employment positions at Imcon Electronics are: 2 

outside sales Representatives, 3 inside sales representatives, 1 manager (working mainly 

as an inside sale representative), 1 head of production, 1 accountant, 1 programmer, 1 

CEO, 2 storehouse supervisors, 1 inside sales representative (internship position) and 1 

cleaning lady (Imcon Electronics, 2019). 

Last summer, I have done my internship at this company as an inside sale representative. 

I have worked at the company for 3 months. During this time I was able to better 

understand the environment of the company, company culture and create relationships 

with other employees. I was also able to perform sales with some of the company’s’ 

customers. My experience at the company was positive.  
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My position at the company was inside sales representative and I have also experienced 

outside sales role. Typical duties of someone working on the sales position include: 

approaching firms’ both active and non-active customers usually by phone and to asking 

them concerning their current projects and if there are any projects for which they would 

need some of our equipment. Other duties also include visiting specific customers. Later, 

to create a report concerning the needs of this customer and specifics about the contact. 

Each employee also uses ABRA program. In this program, necessary information 

concerning customers, sales and information about the companies are saved. 

During my internship at Imcon and also after, I observed that some employees left the 

company. Therefore, head of the company Jan Kirchner was keen on me doing the 

practical part of my thesis, focused on internal marketing at Imcon. 

Kirchner has told me that company has several goals for their IM. The main goal they 

have is: to create friendly environment with trust among the employees and that 

employees will make better identification with the purpose of the company. Kirchner also 

told me that company actively makes efforts towards achieving this goal. He believes that 

achievement of this goal will lead to increased motivation of the employees and thus 

increase in employees’ performance, creativity and better satisfaction of the requirements 

of the customers. He also believes that this will create competitive advantage (Kirchner, 

2019). 

Imcon Electronics already makes some efforts in internal marketing and tries to increase 

employees’ satisfaction and create positive and friendly environment. This company for 

example allows flexible working hours for their employees. This can increase employees 

morale, improve their work-life balance and create greater autonomy. Some employees 

are also more productive later in the day and thus it can increase productivity. It can also 

reduce the stress (Corecruitment, 2018). 

Also, at Imcon Electronics employees finish earlier on Fridays. This should also improve 

employees’ satisfaction. Another benefit which company offers to their employees is that 

they offer them meal tickets at the cost 100 CZK per working day. Imcon also creates 

team building events which are paid by the company also for the close family members 

of the employees. These events are scheduled twice a year and the company makes efforts 

that the chosen date is suitable for all of the employees and that all of them are able to 

attend. Many of the employees have attended the last team building event. According to 
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Mcdufee (2019) team building events improve communication in the company, 

collaboration among employees and it fosters creativity. It has also positive impact on the 

teamwork in the company and it increases motivation in the company (Mcdufee, 2019). 

Notwithstanding some efforts of the company in internal marketing, company recently 

lost their head of production and one inside sales representative. Both employees decided 

to leave the company. Another inside sale representative is potentially leaving in a short 

period of time. Kirchner said that it is rather challenging to find new and suitable 

employees for Imcon Electronics. This might be also caused by very low unemployment 

rate during past years (Kirchner, 2019).  

It also costs the company valuable time, efforts and finances to train new employees. 

Kirchner discussed with me that to recruit a new employee costs the company 200.000 

CZK in total. This cost is composed of 50.000 CZK paid to the recruitment company and 

150.000 CZK are costs for training (Kirchner, 2019). Therefore, the company would most 

probably highly benefit from improvement of the internal marketing efforts to retain 

current employees (Kirchner, 2019). 

In order to create appropriate suggestions, feedback from the employees concerning their 

opinion about the current situation at Imcon is necessary. Therefore, I have created 10 

qualitative questions in order to receive this feedback from employees. I hope that 

following analysis and proposals may help the company to improve current situation, 

retain more employees at the company and save financial resources. 
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I have carried out a qualitative research at the Imcon Electronics. After consulting the 

questionnaire with CEO Jan Kirchner I adjusted the questionnaire consisting of 10 

questions. In five of the questions employees rate on a scale 1-5 (5 is the best possible 

outcome, 0 is the worst possible outcome). In the other 5 questions employees answer 

verbally their opinion concerning the issue. The questionnaire is anonymous. 10 

Employees have participated in the questionnaire. 5 men and 5 women. 

I have counted the most frequent responses from the employees and created a table where 

I insert the most frequent answers in the left column and the number of employees who 

have expressed this answer in the right column. 

 

 

 

1. Do you think that communication at the company between the 

employees and the leadership of the company is working well / 

Does the leadership listens to you and to your ideas and input?  

 

4,2 

 

As stated by Holá (2011) if a firm wants to be successful in the competitive environment 

it has to be internally stable which is based on well-functioning internal communication. 

Internal communication is an important incentive for motivation of the employees and 

significantly influences their satisfaction at the company (Holá, 2011). 

Covey (1994) also discusses that communication is really important in the companies and 

that good communication can increase synergy in an organization. He also points out that 

if leaders communicate well and use empathic listening their employees are more likely 

to share with them their real concerns and the cooperation and problem solving improves 

at the company (Covey, 1994).  

Communication at Imcon Electronics is at a very good level as was shown by the result. 

The answers to this question were really positive. 4,2 is a very high score and it shows 
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that the employees think that the leadership of the company listens to them and that they 

acknowledge their ideas and input.  

Company often counsels together with their employees and leadership of the company 

asks all of the team members for their suggestions and ideas.  

Employees also said that the owner of the company Kirchner meets with them 

individually every fourteen days and they can give him some feedback and share their 

opinions and ideas. This is a very good effort made by the company and employees spoke 

about it positively. Other employee has stated:  

 

“The issues are being discussed in detail with the leadership and it is done 

at a good level”.  

 

This is a positive message to the leadership of the company and it can be considered as 

one of the strengths of Imcon Electronics. 

On the other hand one employee has stated that:  

 

 

“Yes, I do believe that communication at Imcon Electronics is working well 

and Mr. Kirchner is being really interested in thoughts and opinions of the 

employees. He also involves employees in meetings and welcomes their input 

notwithstanding their position at the company. He has a good character and 

it makes a difference. On the other hand, it is nice that leadership of the 

company listens to the employees but the problem arises when leadership 

of the company does not fulfill these suggestions / follow through them.” 

 

 

This employee appreciated the attitude of the company in listening to him/her but 

suggests that some of the ideas are not being fulfilled. It is very important that employees 

of the company are not only heard but that they can see that their suggestions are followed 
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up and fulfilled, at least certain number of them. Leadership should be also honest to the 

employees and explicitly explain the reasons why they did not apply certain suggestion. 

This attitude of the company can really increase the trust and create environment where 

employees see that they really can make a difference.  

 

2. Does the company fulfills / follows through the ideas / 

suggestions of the employees from the councils and meetings? 

 

3.44 

 

As was suggested by one of the employees already in the previous question, company 

listens to the employees well but sometimes these comments and ideas are not being 

implemented. Some employees gave a lower score to this question and company should 

take this result into consideration. 

Once a company promises something to their employees it is really important that they 

are going to fulfill it. Branham (2005) explains that employees expect the firm to keep 

their promises, to be honest to the employees and to invest in them (Branham, 2005). 

Also Covey (1994) discusses this issue and claims that by keeping a promise a leader 

significantly improves relationship and increases trust. He also states that by not keeping 

what the leader has promised, they decrease the trust and it has a negative impact on their 

relationship with the employee (Covey, 1994). 

Some of the employees also answered that they are at the company only shortly and they 

would need to be at the company for a longer period of time to appropriately evaluate this 

issue. 

Another employee has expressed: 

 

“The leader (Kirchner) has too many things to do, it is a lot on him.” 
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It might also be the case that some of the suggestions are not being implemented because 

the leadership of the company is focused on the larger issues due the higher priority and 

there is not a sufficient time to finish these suggestions, even though they are good and 

would help the company. This should be evaluated by the leadership of the company and 

the company could potentially hire another manager who would help the leadership with 

some of the larger issues and the leaders could have more space to fulfill good 

suggestions. 

At the meetings of Imcon Electronics there is an assigned person who writes down notes 

of what has been agreed upon at the meetings and which steps are going to be taken. This 

is a good effort to record the important feedback from the employees and to fulfill the 

suggestions but not all of the employees think that these suggestions are being sufficiently 

fulfilled. Leadership of the company should be mindful of this recorded information and 

possibly do a better effort in fulfilling it.  

If the leadership of the company is not planning to implement the suggestion of an 

employee, they should be explicit in stating that they appreciate the suggestion but it is 

not going to be implemented and ideally to explain the reasons why. 

 

 

3.  Do you think that you can express your opinions to the 

leadership concerning the changes at the company? 

 

4,6 

 

Imcon Electronics has a really high score for this question and many employees have 

rated the highest possible rating 5. This information suggests that employees think that 

they can express their opinions concerning changes. 

According to Holá (2011) Management should discuss various changes with the 

employees and prepare them for the change. Especially changes that will directly affect 

them in the future. In this way, management will gain more trust from the employees and 
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will help them to feel less uncertain about the change. Management should encourage 

input from employees (Holá, 2011; Manuseto, 2019). 

It is very positive that leadership of Imcon Electronics asks employees concerning the 

changes and they should keep this attitude which is a strength of this company. This 

attitude of the company is also influenced by the size of the company. It is likely that in 

a larger corporation employees would not have as much space to express their opinion 

concerning changes that are being implemented.  

One of the employees has expressed: 

 

“Yes, I think that I have an opportunity to express my opinion concerning 

certain changes. I do really appreciate it and it is important to me that my 

opinion matters. I also believe that we are being treated equally.” 

 

This is a really positive comment from an employee who is obviously satisfied that he/she 

can express their opinion concerning the changes at the company. They also state that it 

is important to them and thus it might be factor which improves the satisfaction of the 

employees. 

Another employee has stated: 

 

 

“If I make a suggestion to the leader of the company he wants me to say 

the reason why am I expressing this suggestion. I need to also suggest how 

do I think this problem could be solved or present a solution to the problem. 

If I present good arguments, the suggestion is being usually implemented.” 

 

 

This method of Imcon Electronics is a good method and it seems reasonable that the 

employees should explain the reason for the suggestion and at least try to come up with 

the solution. This method can significantly reduce the time of the management which 
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they would need to come up with the solutions to these problems. It is a very practical 

method. It also forces the employee to think themselves how this could be solved and 

they might sometimes realize that some suggestions should not be implemented because 

it is not an easy task to implement them and thus employees will not present them. This 

can also reduce the time of the meetings which can be devoted to more important issues. 

 

4. Are you content with the equipment and the programs which are 

being used at the company? 

 

3,65 

 

Imcon Electronics’ score for this question is acceptable. Score 3,65 seems as rather 

positive. However, I have analyzed this issue and it was found out that mainly employees 

who are working at Imcon for a longer period of time have given a higher score to this 

question. Employees who have previously worked in other organizations have scored a 

lower score. This might suggest that employees who can compare the equipment and 

programs to equipment and programs at other companies do not think that Imcon has very 

advanced equipment and programs. 

It was also discussed in the theoretical part of the thesis that leaders of the company 

should provide employees with right tools when they need them. These investments are 

important and they are sending a message to the employees that they are worth their 

investment. It is also likely that when the new potential employees come for an interview, 

they will evaluate the equipment at the company. If Imcon is going to have advanced 

equipment and programs it is likely that the company will seem more desirable to the new 

potential employees coming for interviews. There are probably not many people who 

would want to join a company with obsolete equipment and slow programs. It is truth 

though that Imcon has invested considerable amount of money into the new design of its 

front room which looks very representatively (Branham, 2005). 

One of the employees has stated: 
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“The firm needs new programs. ABRA program should have new modules. 

Microsoft Office which is being used at the company is obsolete. There is 

a need of access to ABRA for more people.” 

 

Leaders of the company should make notice of this opinion. This employee is clearly not 

satisfied with the current situation at the company and sees the room for improvement. 

As it is shown in the analysis of the following question multiple employees suggested 

that there should be access to work in ABRA for more people. The same number of 

employees have mentioned that they think that computers used at the company are too 

slow. If the employees will have appropriate equipment the work of employees might 

become more efficient and firm’s overall performance might increase. 

Another employee has stated: 

 

“I think that computers and ABRA program are OK. It is suitable for our 

needs.” 

 

This employee is obviously satisfied with the current situation at the company. He or she 

does not say the situation is great or at a high level but says that it is OK. 

Another employee has stated that: 

 

“..I think that notebooks and computers which the firm uses are being 

obsolete and slow and the notebooks are not good and do not look 

representatively.” 

 

This employee is obviously not satisfied with the equipment he/she mentions. He stated 

that notebooks and computers used at the company do not look representatively.  

Another issue may arise when customers meet with Imcons’ sales representatives, 

computers and equipment which customers see should look up to date. If the company’s 
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equipment is up to date the customer might get a better impression that the equipment 

he/she purchases from the company will be up to date and professional as well. This might 

not be always relevant as some companies can have less advanced equipment but they 

can distribute advanced products. However, it can happen that customers will decide 

whether or not to purchase from the company based on the overall impression the 

company has made on them. 

According to Seacost (2015) if a company works with five-year old equipment they risk 

that they become irrelevant to many customers. Seacost also claims that computer power 

doubles every year and a half. Therefore, after three years, the company computers may 

be delayed significantly behind the computers of the firms’ competitors. Purchasing new 

technology also increases the safety and reduces risks. New equipment also increases the 

security at the company especially security of hardware and software. Companies can 

take small business loans or buy their own equipment and then sell it after some time at 

a reasonable price (Seacost, 2015). 

The firm might be limited by the finances and therefore it tries to safe as much money as 

possible on the equipment. This strategy might save some money but it has some negative 

effects on the employees and also on the customers as described above. 
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5. What type of equipment or program of the company needs to 

improve/ is missing at the company? 

 

1. More people need access to work in ABRA 
programme 3 

Some computers used at the company are too slow, 
company should provide new computers 3 

Company should have a microwave for employees  3 

2. Employees should be able to have access to ABRA 
programme  from their home 2 

 

 

Question 5 is an important question which is focused on the equipment and programs of 

the company. As stated by Branham (2005) leaders of the company should give the right 

tolls to employees when they need them. By providing the employees with appropriate 

and up to date equipment leaders of the company cannot only enhance productivity but 

they are sending the message to employees that they are worth their investment (Branham, 

2005).  

Each of the employees have suggested or mentioned at least something. As can be seen 

in the table above, the most frequent answer was that more people should have access to 

ABRA program which only a few employees currently have. At the present time, they 

have to switch among them because only certain number of the access is available. 

Employees said that when they currently have to switch it makes the work less effective. 

Therefore, the company should calculate the time that employees waste due to waiting 

insufficient number of ABRA accounts. If the company does not have enough finances 

for it, they could more explicitly explain to the employees the significant cost it is for the 
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company and that they cannot afford it. This explanation would help employees to better 

understand and accept this situation. 

Another issue which employees believe is the most important are slow computers. They 

believe that company should provide newer and faster computers which would make their 

work more effective. Therefore, the company should appropriately assess this issue and 

if found reasonable to provide the employees with the new computers. 

Another issue which was mentioned three times was to have a microwave at the company. 

Several employees have mentioned that microwave has been at all of the companies 

where they have previously worked at and they believe it is necessary. Some of them 

want to bring their own meal for lunch but are not able to heat it up. There are also 

employees who go regularly to the nearby restaurant for a meal and do not face this issue. 

Another suggestion was that employees should have an access to ABRA from their home. 

They believe that is would make their work more effective and they could finish some 

assignments at home. They also said that some assignments are important to solve quickly 

and if they could do it from their work it would make the work more efficient. At the 

present time, they can only access ABRA if they are being at the office. Therefore, the 

company should assess this issue and consider to provide access to ABRA for employees 

from their home if possible. On the other hand, leaders of the company might not allow 

the access due to the danger of loss of the sensitive company information.  
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6. What motivates you to make a good performance at work?  

 

1. Salary /  Financial BONUS 6 

2. When somebody praises me / appreciates work I have 
done 3 

3. Team work really motivates me 
2 

           Knowing that I have done a good job 2 

4. When I know that what am I doing has a purpose / is a 
reasonable work 1 

 

 

The question number 6 is focused on motivation of the employees. They stated what they 

believe that motivates them the most to make a good performance at work. As the most 

frequent answer the employees suggested salary and financial bonus. This answer was 

stated by six of the employees in total. This confirms the results of the research carried 

by Harris Interactive in 2011. The results of the research have shown that people are 

motivated mostly by cash bonuses and by salary raise. This information is important to 

the company. The firm should make sure that the salaries of the employees are 

competitive and that employees can receive cash bonuses which are motivating them and 

which reward their good performance (Marketing Schools, 2012). 

As suggested by Branham (2005) company should reserve certain amount of finances for 

immediate payouts to recognize good performance. These rewards should be given as 

quickly as possible following the achievement in that way it can have even greater 

motivational effect. Employees should be also involved with the management in 

designing these motivational financial bonuses. Otherwise, the leaders might come up 

with a motivational system which they think is motivating for the employees but it is not. 

Leaders need to empathically listen to their employees concerning this issue and welcome 
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their input and opinions. Employees more likely know what they feel motivated towards 

than their leaders know. Leadership of the company could possibly come up with several 

ways of motivational financial bonuses and present them to their employees and ask them 

for feedback. Then apply the new bonus and continue to evaluate the results. Each 

employee should most probably have a different type of bonus. The person working at 

the warehouse  should have different motivational bonus than an outside sale 

representative (Branham, 2005). 

 At the present time, a financial bonus is offered to employees at Imcon. The employees 

have mentioned to me that the bonus is that if the company raises its turnover by 25 

percent this year, the employees will receive certain low percentage from that turnover. 

It is good that the company has got at least some type of financial bonus. However, this 

bonus might not be motivational enough for all of the employees. Furthermore, 

employees often shared with me that the set bonus is not very motivational for them. 

One employee has stated: 

 

“We need realistic bonuses. The set bonus at the present time is not very 

realistic. Bonus is for example not motivational for all of the employees 

(some have other responsibilities than sale). Abilities of people here 

should be used better and should be financially appreciated. Also when 

some employee is at the company for a longer period of time they should 

receive financial bonus (for example when they achieve 5, 10, 15 or 20 

years at the company).” 

 

This employee is obviously not satisfied with the current bonus system at Imcon. Several 

other employees have shared the similar answer and it can be seen that the bonus system 

at Imcon might be one of the main weaknesses of the company. Appropriate bonus system 

can significantly improve the performance of the employees and can help them to focus 

on key responsibilities which could increase the company’s turnover. 

Imcon can apply the suggested bonus system which is in the part Proposals and 

Contributions of the thesis. 
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7. What do you think would increase the motivation at Imcon 

electronics? / Improve the environment at the company / Increased 

the motivation of all of the employees? 

 

1. Higher salary / finances at the company 
6 

2. More motivational bonuses 
4 

Bonus if people come up with a new idea which 
benefits the company 4 

3. Better collective (team) 
3 

 

 

Employees at Imcon Electronics think that higher salary would increase their motivation 

the most. It was discussed by Messmer (2005) that money is one of the primary reasons 

why people work. The company cannot expect to retain top performers if they are not 

going to pay them competitively. The leaders at the company should make sure that the 

salaries which they are offering are at least on the similar level as the salaries for similar 

positions in other firms. Company should also remember that their top performing 

employees are going to be always in demand so it is a good idea to pay them at least a 

little more that firm’s competitors are paying (Messmer, 2015). 

The salaries of the Imcon’s employees can be compared to the salaries for the similar 

positions in the same region. Data from ISVP (2019) (information system about average 

salary) for the positions in the Jihomoravský region are presented in the Proposals and 

Contribution section of the thesis.  

The company can potentially compare these amounts to the amounts which are being 

received by the employees. Company can also show these numbers to the employees 

because some of them might have unrealistic expectations. 
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Another possibility which employees believe would increase their motivation are 

motivational bonuses. Suggested Bonus system for Sales representative is suggested in 

the part Proposals and Contribution of the thesis. 

Another incentive which would increase employee motivation is when company will give 

an employee the bonus if he or she comes up with something new which helps the 

company.  

One employee has stated: 

 

“Firm needs appropriate motivational bonus system. The current bonus 

system is not working. For example Luboš came up with a new idea and 

received no financial bonus for that.” 

 

Mcquerrey (2017) claims that companies should reward their employees for example by 

offering incentives to those who come up with new ideas or innovative solutions which 

helps the firm. She suggests that a cash bonus for the best cost-reduction idea contributed 

by an employee who comes up with a way to solve certain problem.  

If this idea for example decreases the costs of the company or leads to increased sales the 

leadership can appreciate this thought by giving a financial bonus 1000 CZK. If the new 

idea significantly helps the company to decrease the costs or increase the sales the bonus 

can be 5000 CZK.  
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8. What do you think that decreases motivation of the employees 

at this company? 

 

1. That people at this company change too much 5 

2. Additional responsibilities which are not additionally 
appreciated 2 

3. If turnover of the company decreases 1 

Salary 1 
 

 

In the question number 8, employees expressed their concerns about many of their 

colleagues leaving the firm. This problem has been mentioned by the employees 5 times. 

One of the employees said as a response to question number 8: 

 

“People here change too much.. It is highly demotivating that we have 

to train somebody and then they leave. The leadership does not care 

about these extra efforts. The leadership does not have appropriate 

estimation about the amount of work we have.” 

  

This employee seems very disappointed with the current situation and he/she has 

probably trained new employees who have afterwards left. He/she also points out that the 

leadership is not really aware or does not really care that some employees experience a 

lot of extra work due to these extra trainings. As is suggested in the following question 

number 9, employees could be introduced to mentoring program and they could view 
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responsibility to train new employee as a privilege which is appreciated and not as a 

burden which nobody at the company wants to take. 

Employees are also unhappy about creating new friendship with somebody who soon 

after leaves and they would like the company to prevent this happening. 

Other employee has stated: 

 

“..Company needs to keep its course. Some people leave too soon. You 

get used to someone and then he/she suddenly leaves.” 

 

This response only confirms that employees are unhappy about losing people with whom 

they have created friendships. This situation most probably creates feeling of uncertainty 

in them.  

The fact that employees receive additional responsibilities which are not additionally 

appreciated is another suggestion which has been mentioned several times as being very 

demotivating. Several employees have mentioned this problem. Leadership should for 

sure appreciate the extra efforts made by the employees. If the leadership does not have 

the resources to financially appreciate these efforts, they should at least verbally praise 

the employees and show compassion for them during the times of difficulties when they 

are taking upon them the additional responsibilities. 
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9. Do you think that you are still learning new things at the 

company? Please explain. 

 
 

Yes, I am new to the company therefore everything is new to 
me 4 

Yes, especially due to adding responsibilities I have not have 
had before (Responsibilities were added on me when others 
have left) 2 

 
 

9. Do you think that you are still learning new thing at work? 
(Rate 1-5) 
 
4,6 
 
 

According to Murphy (2018) there is a strong positive relation between how much 

employees learn at their job and how much they like their job. Employees who do score 

high on question such as: “It will be necessary for me to learn new skills in order to 

achieve my set aims for this year” feel more fulfilled at their work. This suggests that if 

employees are going to be learning new things they are less likely to leave their job 

(Murphy, 2018). 

Imcon Electronics has a very positive score in this area 4,6. Employees at Imcon do really 

feel that they are learning many new things. However, this can be also caused by the fact 

that many of the employees were new to the company. Four employees have answered 

that they are really new to the company and that it is why they rate such a high score. It 

might be possible that if the employees were at the company longer, they would not have 

rated such a high score.  
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The employees who are at the company for a longer period of time rated also a high score 

but often stated that they are learning new things due to the fact that some of their 

colleagues have left. Therefore, they are taking on their responsibilities.  

One employee has stated: 

 

“Yes, number 5. I have been here only for a short period of time.” 

 

It can be seen from this explanation why this employee rates such a high score. 

Notwithstanding the fact that this employee learns many new things because he/she is 

new to the company, it still can have a positive effect on their satisfaction at work because. 

Another employee has stated similar answer: 

 

“Yes, everything is new for me. I am new at the company.” 

 

This answer is basically the same as the previous answer and it can be perceived that there 

are several employees at Imcon Electronics who have recently joined the company. 

Therefore, the company should devote appropriate training to these employees. As 

mentioned by Thomson (2019) some companies assign a specific mentor to the new 

employee and he/she knows who to turn to. Also, the person who is assigned might feel 

more willing to help. Branham (2005) also claims that mentoring programs can increase 

opportunities for everyone in the company and help develop future leaders. It could also 

create a personal development program at Imcon Electronics if employees would be given 

mentoring / training responsibility. It could be an assignment which could be regularly 

evaluated and the employee who would be the trainer could receive additional financial 

bonus from Imcon. This would make training a new employee as an advantage instead of 

an additional burden and the trainer could feel a sense of trust when entrusted to train 

somebody. This practice could be currently also implemented at Imcon Electronics 

especially when many employees are being new to the company. Both trainer and the 

trainee should regularly account to the leadership about how the training is going. This is 

important time of the new employee and if their leader will be motivated and eager to 
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help them, they are more likely to stay at the company. On the other hand, if their trainer 

will be demotivated and take this responsibility as another burden placed on them it might 

increase the probability that the new employee is going to leave (Branham, 2005; 

Thomson 2019). 

Possibly, another team building activity could be scheduled or team dinner due to many 

new employees. At such events the new employees could get to know each other better 

and they could feel faster as a part of the team.  

As mentioned in the previous part of the thesis, Imcon organizes regularly team building 

events so the employees will eventually experience this event if they are going to stay at 

Imcon.  

Another employee has stated: 

 

“Yes I am learning new things. I have received a plenty of new work as 

others have left.” 

 

This employee rated a high score that he/she is learning a lot of new things. However, the 

reasons are not new trainings or additional language courses but increased work-load 

because his/her colleagues have left the company. It can still have some positive effect 

that he/she learns new things. However, more positive situation would be if the employees 

were developing and learning new things in their field and their primarily assigned area 

of work instead of learning all the time how to do new jobs of others after the others have 

left the firm. 

It is also possible that certain level of learning is good and has a positive effect on the 

employees. However, if this level raises too much, it might have some negative effects 

on the employees. Some employees do not enjoy being overwhelmed by the 

responsibilities for example during the time of training period. If the employees at Imcon 

feel really overwhelmed it might be creating unnecessary stress and feeling of 

uncertainty. According to Branham, stress from overwork and work-life imbalance is one 

of the main reasons why employees leave their job. Therefore, it should possibly be 

investigated if the employees are not leaving the firm because they feel too overwhelmed 

and too stressed. The leadership of the company can probably ignore the signs of this 
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issue but when the employees leave, it is very unpleasant for the company (Branham, 

2005). 

 

 
10. What do you think that would be a good way for education at 

the company / How would you imagine a good way to learn new 

things? 

 
 
 

1. Language course for employees 5 

2. Expert Lessons / Expert Education about the new 
products 4 

3. Information about how the Imcon Electronics is doing in 
other areas – for example how are the sales of the 
company in Poland or other countries 3 

Training / Education about ABRA programme 3 

4. Training / Education about Microsoft Office 2 
 
 
 

The most frequent answer form the employees was the language course. Employees 

suggested a language course in total 5 times. This response is understandable because 

Imcon is an international company which operates in many countries. More specifically, 

Imcon operates in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, 

Slovenia, Russia, Belarus, Bulgaria, and it has shipped some products even to Saudi 
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Arabia. This is an impressive international operation of such a small company. However, 

have their employees appropriate language skills?  

The employees of Imcon electronics do speak English and some of them speak also 

German or Russian. However, many of them would appreciate additional language 

training to become more confident when speaking to customers from abroad. It is also 

likely that these customers would gain a greater trust as they realize that employees of 

Imcon are really skilled and they can speak with them about the technical and other issues 

in English well. 

The employees said that there exists a possibility that if they apply for a language course 

the company would pay half of the course. One of the employees has shared with me that 

the leadership of the company believes that in this way (employees pay 50% of the course 

price) the employees will feel more motivated to really attend the course. It was also said 

that some employees did not attend the courses when it has been all paid by the company 

in the past. They did not take the courses seriously enough. 

However, current situation is not working as well. There is no employee who currently 

attends an English course. Several employees stated that they know about the possibility 

that the firm would pay the half of the price, but they think it is still too much for them to 

pay so they did not apply. Also, the courses and this possibility might not have been 

sufficiently encouraged  by the leadership. 

One employee has stated: 

 

“English could be implemented as a benefit. But it should be for free.” 

 

It is likely that employees would have been attending the English, German, Polish or 

Russian courses if it would have been paid by the company in total. It is understandable 

that the leadership of the company is afraid that employees would not make sufficient 

effort and might take this opportunity for granted.  However, it should be discussed that 

the current situation is not working. No employees attend the courses by themselves at 

the moment when it costs them half a price. The attendance of the courses could not only 

improve their language skills but also increase their satisfaction at the company. They 
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could be more sure that they are being valued by the company enough that company 

invests in them. 

Therefore, the company could do several things in order to improve current situation. The 

first option could be to lower the participation of the employees on the payment for the 

language course. The 50% pay could be decreased to 10% pay or at least to 20% pay by 

the employees. Then they would be more likely to apply for the courses and at the same 

time they would have invested their own money into the course the. Therefore, they would 

feel more motivated.  

The second option is to motivate the employees to make an effort in a different way. For 

example that the company would pay the language course in its fullness if the employee 

would pass the final exam, for example FCE exam. If the employee would not pass the 

exam, they would have to pay the 50% back to the company. In the situation that they 

would pass the second time, the company would return them the 50% back. In this way 

the company would have a surety that an employee has really made a progress and 

therefore the investment into the employee was reasonable and useful for the company.  

Another option could be to pay certain specific teacher who would regularly personally 

come to the company and taught the employees at the company. In this case, the 

employees would attend the courses and they would also save the time and costs of the 

traveling. Appropriate rooms for lessons are located at the company. Leadership could 

also have a better idea of the courses and about what exactly is being taught when the 

lectures would take part directly at Imcon. The effort of individual employees during the 

courses could be also viewed. This effort could be evaluated and the company could 

possibly motivate the employees by giving them extra bonus if they pass the final exam 

at certain level. For example if they pass at level A they would get an extra financial 

bonus. If at the level B a lower financial bonus and if at level C no bonus and level D, E 

certain amount of money would be decreased from their salary.  

This financial evaluation might not be necessary but could possibly motivate the 

employees. Employees could be also asked what they feel would be the most motivating 

for them. Possibly, their motivation might increase if the leadership would only speak 

about these courses more often or if they would ask the employees how these courses are 

going. However, if these courses are not important for the leadership of the company they 
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will not be probably viewed as important by the employees as well. Therefore, the 

leadership should regularly discuss the courses and talk about them. 

Ideal situation would be that employees have their own career plan and they set goals and 

try to improve in many areas of their lives, therefore, they try to improve their language 

skills as well by themselves. However, the situation is not always as ideal and leadership 

needs to influence motivation of employees to progress in the language. 

In the following part of the thesis, several relevant English courses will be suggested. 

These courses are currently being offered in Brno. The employees from Imcon are 

currently at the level B1 and B2 in English. Therefore, ideal courses for them would be 

courses at the level B2.  

When the employees reach the level B2 they will have several competencies. They will 

be able to understand the main ideas of complex text on concrete and also abstract topics 

which includes technical conversations in their field of specialization. They would be able 

to interact with a degree of fluency and they would be able to make regular interaction 

with native speakers without major misunderstandings. They would be also able to 

produce clear  text on various topics. Official B2 exams are: Cambridge English: First 

(FCE); Vantage (BEC); Cambridge English: Legal (ILEC); Aptis (British Council, 2019). 

There are various opportunities of English courses which take part in Brno. For example, 

in the language school called Park language school located in Brno. This school also 

organizes official Cambridge examinations FCE and Cambridge English: Advanced 

(CAE). 

This is the current timetable of the B2 lessons at the Park language school in Brno. A16, 

E1, M1 lessons are being taught on Tuesday. M11 on Monday and Tuesday, E2, E9, E37 

on Monday, E38 on Thursday, M8 on Wednesday. 
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Figure 3. Timetable of Park language school, B2  courses schedule 

(Figure taken from Park School of English, 2019) 

 

Employees of Imcon Electronics could take part in these courses and these courses should 

be appropriate for their level of English. This language course B2 costs 5600 CZK. It 

contains of 51 lectures in one semester. It starts on the 16th of September and ends on the 

24th of January. Maximal number of students at the class is 10. The lectors are qualified 

Czech teachers or native speakers. This course is being taught on the address Staňkova 

8c, Brno (Park Language School 2019). 

 

For more advanced employees who are speaking at the level B2 already, there is course 

at Park language school at the level C1 as well. 

E7 lessons are being taught on Thursday, E14 lessons are being taught on Wednesdays. 
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Figure 4. Timetable of Park language school, C1  courses schedule 

(Figure taken from Park School of English, 2019) 

 

Those who reach C1 level of English are proficient users of English and are able to 

perform more advanced tasks in English at work. Furthermore, they are able to understand 

wide range of more advanced English, longer texts and recognize implicit meaning in 

them. They can also express themselves fluently and spontaneously. Their ability to 

create clear, well-structured texts on complex topics improves. These abilities would be 

very beneficial for Imcon as their employees are often required to write longer emails 

both to their customers and to their suppliers (British Council, 2019). 

 

Another courses which can Imcon Electronics benefit from are LITE language school 

courses. This company organizes language courses specifically for the companies. Their 

teachers attend the companies personally. This language school also tests the employees 

and presents to the company the specific results which their employees have achieved 

(Lite, 2019). 

This language school aims to use unique learning methods for the employees. Their 

method is based on the principles how people learn their mother tongue. Because of that 

the language school claims that they are successful in helping people to really use the 

English practically and improve especially in speaking skills. This skill is mainly used by 

the Imcon Electronics employees, therefore, the company might consider this language 

school as well (Lite, 2019). 
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At their lessons, employees speak about 80% of the time and develop communication 

skills. The language school uses advanced teaching techniques which help student more 

immediately practice and better implement new grammatical knowledge (Lite, 2019). 

LITE language school might be more convenient to attend for the employees due to the 

fact that teachers come straight to the companies and employees would not lose any time 

traveling. 

These language courses have been researched and are suggested as appropriate and 

possibly very useful for Imcon’s employees. The company may find other language 

courses which they believe are more suitable for their employees, but these two are 

suggested as appropriate. 

One employee has stated concerning the question 10: 

 

“To learn English. I would really appreciate learning with a native 

speaker. I would also appreciate to learn Business English. Furthermore, 

I would appreciate to receive feedback on my emails which I send in 

English…” 

 

This employee has suggested several useful suggestions. He/ she would appreciate if they 

would be taught by a native speaker. This may be very good for employees who have had 

lessons only from the Czech native speakers and would like to get used to English native 

speakers. The Management from TE-connectivity from England attends Imcon once a 

while for trainings. Therefore, the employees get in contact with native speakers at their 

work and would benefit from understanding their accent better. 

This employee has further suggested that he/she would appreciate to learn Business 

English. This might enable them to be better trained at certain business terms which are 

being regularly used. The third suggestion is to receive feedback from an English teacher 

on their emails. This suggestion might be specifically useful for all of the employees 

because all of them communicate regularly in English by emails. 

Another suggestion was to have Expert lessons about Imcon’s products. Imcon makes an 

effort to do trainings about their products to all Imcon’s employees. These lessons are 
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usually done by Jan Kirchner or by the management of TE-connectivity, Imcon’s main 

supplier. It is good for the Imcon’s management to know that employees appreciate these 

lessons and would possibly welcome even more of similar training for example done by 

other experts. Customers of Imcon often ask Imcon’s sales representatives concerning 

certain technical products and they highly appreciate them knowing the products well. 

These expert trainings can empower them to be able to provide customers with more 

educated answers. Another suggestion could be to train employees immediately when 

new products are being launched through video conferences from the headquarters of TE-

connectivity. In this way Imcon’s employees would not have to wait several months until 

someone from the TE-connectivity arrives at the company but they could be immediately 

trained and provide appropriate advice for their customers.  

Another thing which is important to employees of Imcon is to know the information of 

how is the company doing in other areas where it operates. Employees said they do know 

how is Imcon doing overall in all the countries in total but they do not know how Imcon 

is specifically doing for example in Poland. They said they would be really interested to 

know this information. 

One employee has stated: 

 

“I am interested in knowing how is Imcon Electronics’ doing in sales in 

Poland, both inside and outside sales. I would like to also know what are 

the targets of Imcon in specific countries. For example if we need to keep 

the same pace in the Czech Republic or need to improve our sales in 

Poland, this information would be beneficial. I am also interested where 

are the equipment which is being produced at Imcon used such as cable 

harnesses, how are they used by the end user in practice.” 

 

The employees should be informed how is Imcon doing in specific areas. Some of the 

sales representatives are assigned to some areas and some to other areas. They should 

have some feedback how is the area doing in order to see the results of their work. If the 

employees will know how are their areas doing they will probably feel more motivated 
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and will better understand whether they should increase their efforts in certain part or if 

the strategies which they are using are working well and bringing good results. The 

leadership of the company should present them with monthly or quarterly results of the 

specific areas in order to inform them concerning the success of their efforts. If their 

performance is being measured it will more likely to improve (Branham, 2005). 

This Employee would like to also know how are the products of Imcon Electronics used 

by the end user. To know the practical use of their products can also increase the 

motivation of the employees and it is motivation at no cost for Imcon. 

Another suggestions by the employees were to have trainings about the ABRA 

programme and also about the Microsoft office.  

ABRA company provides trainings for companies who have a license for their product 

for free. The users can also apply for the ABRA courses several times. Imcon is using 

this opportunity provided by ABRA. At the present time, several new employees have 

started to work at Imcon. Therefore, the time might be appropriate to ask ABRA for 

another trainings. Company could also ask the more experienced Imcon’s employees to 

do several lessons of training in ABRA for the new employees (ABRA, 2019).  

Imcon can also provide their employees with professional courses in Microsoft office. 

These courses for companies are offered for example by the company Nicom. Nicom 

offers Microsoft Excel Course from price 3290 CZK and courses for Microsoft Word 

from 3290 CZK. They do provide other courses about Microsoft office which could be 

very useful and could make the work of Imcon’s employees more effective. 
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3. PROPOSALS AND CONTRIBUTION 

In this chapter, the main proposals and contributions are going to be suggested. 

Furthermore, the costs of these proposals for the company will be presented and the 

economic benefit for Imcon Electronics will be estimated. 

These proposals are based on the information obtained at the company through the 

interviews with the employees and through the above analysis. 

 

3.1.  Competitive salary 

As discussed in the above analysis, the company should regularly review the salaries in 

their region and compare them to the salaries of their employees.  

Seven employees from Imcon have suggested that appropriate salary would increase their 

motivation. Furthermore, several employees have left the company due to salary issues 

this year. 

According to the CEO Kirchner, the salary at Imcon for Sales Representatives differs 

between individual employees and varies between 25.000 CZK to 50.000 CZK (Kirchner, 

2019). 

If the salaries are proportional to the standard or higher than this standard the company 

should show these figures to their employees in order to help the employees to have 

realistic expectations. Company should use the data from the ISVP (information system 

about average salary) for the positions in the Jihomoravský region.  

Average salaries for Sales Representative (3322), Buyer (3323), Programmer (3511), 

Employees operating with electronics and electrical-engineering equipment’s (74) and 

cleaner (91) positions which are all currently at Imcon are presented in the Figure 5. below 

in the right column. 

The most common position at Imcon Electronics is a Sales Representative position. It can 

be seen in the Figure 5.  that the average salary for the Sales Representative in 

Jihomoravský region is 31.486 CZK. In total, seven Sales Representatives are currently 

at Imcon Electronics. All the other depicted positions which are shown in the figure 5. 

are relevant for Imcon as well and the leaders of the company should compare the salaries 

to these figures. 
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Company should also remember that their top performing employees are going to be 

always in demand so it is a good idea to pay them at least a little more than firm’s 

competitors are paying (Messmer, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Average salaries in the South Moravian Region 

(Figure taken from ISVP, 2018) 
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3.2. Bonus system for sales representatives 

Imcon Electronics should introduce the following bonus system for sales representatives 

in order to increase their motivation for sales, and to increase the profit of the company.  

 
Suggested bonus system for Sales Representatives 

AMOUNT OF SALES ABOVE THE 
TARGET PER MONTHS BONUS 

5 extra sales over 5000 CZK 2.000 CZK 

10 extra sales over 5000 CZK 5.000 CZK 

15 extra sales over 5000 CZK 10.000 CZK 

20 extra sales over 5000 CZK 15.000 CZK 
 

This suggested system is concrete and measurable. Sales Representatives should have a 

set amount of sales each months for example 15 sales per months (it could be the amount 

which is currently being regularly achieved). They can have this extra bonus possibility 

if they perform more sales above the target number (for example over 15 sales). This 

bonus system could increase the motivation of the employees and at the same time 

increase the profit of the company. When employees do not have any target they do not 

really know what they should aim for. At Imcon Electronics, the sales representatives do 

not currently have any target for individual employees for sale (Kirchner, 2019). This 

suggested system should really motivate the sales representatives and help them to look 

for new opportunities to sell. 

This bonus system can improve the motivation of the sales representatives and it should 

increase the profit of Imcon. Profit margin on the products of Imcon Electronics is 20 

percent. Each bonus level which would  sales representative reach would increase profit 

for Imcon. Average cost of 1 sale of products of Imcon Electronics is 10.000 CZK. It is 

estimated that each employee can regularly achieve 10 extra sales due to this bonus 

system. At the company are currently 7 sales representatives. Therefore, the increase of 

the profit of Imcon due to this bonus system is predicted to be following. 
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If 1 employee reaches regularly the target 10 extra sales per month (1 sale = 10.000 

CZK) 

Increase in turnover per 1 year 

(average price for sold goods = 

10000 CZK; profit margin = 20%) 

Paid bonuses per 1 

year 

Increase in profit per 1 

year (profit margin 20%) 

1.200.000 CZK 60.000 CZK 180.000 CZK 

 

 

 

If all 7 sales representatives regularly reach 10 extra sales per month  

Increase in turnover per 1 year 

(average price for sold goods = 

10000 CZK; profit margin = 20%) 

Paid bonuses per 1 

year 

Increase in profit per 1 

year (profit margin 20%) 

8.400.000 CZK 420.000 CZK 1.260.000 CZK 

 

 

 

If all 7 sales representatives regularly reach the highest bonus 20 extra sales per 

month 

Increase in turnover per 1 year 

(average price for sold goods = 

10000 CZK; profit margin = 20%) 

Paid bonuses per 1 

year 

Increase in profit per 1 

year (profit margin 20%) 

16.800.000 CZK 1.260.000 CZK 2.100.000 CZK 

 

Imcon Electronics can only gain by implementing this bonus system. The higher bonus 

level the employee reaches, the higher profit Imcon gains. Therefore, this system is 
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financially motivating for both the company and for the employee. It is realistic that all 7 

sales representatives can regularly achieve the 3rd highest bonus which is 10 extra sales 

per month. In this case, the company will increase its profit by 1.260.000 CZK per year. 

At the same, the bonus system can increase the motivation of the employees because they 

can influence the increase of their salary. Furthermore, due to the fact that their salary 

will increase, the employees will less likely to leave the company and Imcon will save 

finances on recruitment and training processes. 

According to Kirchner (2019) cost of recruitment of one employee plus his/her training 

costs the company 200.000 CZK. If the company will implement this bonus system it 

should contribute to decrease these costs (Kirchner, 2019). 

 

3.3. English language course for Imcon’s employees 

On the basis of the interviews with the employees, reviewed theories and the above 

analysis, it is suggested to Imcon to provide their employees with a language course at 

LITE language school.  

This language school has been suggested because the aim of their courses is at improving 

speaking skills which are necessary for Imcon’s employees. Due to this approach, 

employees are going to be more confident and will more likely approach foreign markets. 

Furthermore, this language school is able to teach the employees at the company and the 

employees would not lose any time traveling.  

Imcon should also offer to their employees to pay all the expenses for their courses if they 

are going to pass the final exam. This examination is provided by the LITE language 

school. If some employee does not pass the examination at the end of the course, 50 

percent of the cost of the course should be decreased from the employee salary. 

Kirchner claims that he sees a great potential in the foreign market and believes the 

company could increase its profit there by 10-50 million. He also said that he believes 

that employees would improve their approach of the foreign market if they improve their 

English skills. It is likely that they would be more confident to approach foreign 

customers if they are more confident in English (Kirchner, 2019). 

It is suggested by Murphy (2018) that employees who learn new things are less likely to 

leave their job. Furthermore, many employees asked specifically that they would like the 
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company to offer them the language course. Therefore, if this opportunity for education 

will be provided to employees, it should increase the probability that they will stay at the 

company and would not leave (Murphy, 2018). 

 

Costs of the LITE language course 

LITE language course for 10 employees 

provided by the lecturer at the company 

Cost 

1 course 100.000 CZK 

 

LITE language school estimated the price for Imcon Electronics 100.000 CZK for 

a course. They promise that the employees will improve their level from B1 to the level 

B2 if they are going to take part in this course. The course is intensive and the lecturer 

would come 2 times per week to teach at Imcon company.  

 

3.4. Additional account in ABRA program 

It is suggested that the company should evaluate if they should purchase another access 

for employees in ABRA program. At the present time, there is not enough accesses for 

all the people who have to work in this program, employees have to switch between them 

and several employees claimed that they are less effective due to the switching. 

Employees said that waiting time varies each day but they claim that waiting time is often 

significant. There are 4 employees who are switching the access among them. They also 

said that they try to use the waiting time to do other activities but it makes their work less 

effective.  

Kirchner said that another access in ABRA the would cost the company 40.000 CZK. 

The company would also have to pay 10.000 each year to renew the license. He thinks 

that it is not necessary to purchase another access (Kirchner, 2019). 

It is proposed that company should measure the exact average time that employees are 

waiting due to the limited access to ABRA. Afterwards, the waiting time should be 

converted into money. Then leader of the company should compare the amount of money 
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that is wasted due to the waiting to the cost of the ABRA program. If the amount will be 

larger the company should purchase another access. 

Furthermore, this improvement would contribute to improve employees’ view about the 

company and consequently staying at the company and not leaving. Several employees 

stated that they do not understand why this issue has not already been resolved in the past 

and it should change. 

 

3.5. Training assignments 

It is suggested to the company to assign a specific trainer to each new employee. 

According to Thomson (2019) to assign someone specific who helps the new employee 

should increase the probability of an employee staying at the company and not leaving 

the firm. This trainer should take responsibility for the new employee, try to help them 

with any tasks and questions they might have. They should also report to the leadership 

of the company concerning the progress of the new employee. This program should last 

3 months for each new employee. It is further suggested that the trainer’s salary should 

increase by 2000 CZK per months of training (Thomson, 2019).  

Due to this financial bonus the employees should feel more motivated to train new people 

properly. The analysis showed that employees at Imcon view helping new employees 

rather as extra burden which is not being additionally appreciated. This training bonus 

system should increase their motivation to train. It should also increase the probability 

that the new employee is going to stay at the company and will not leave the firm because 

of appropriate training and help.  

The number of new employees per year is estimated to 4 new employees. This means 12 

months of training. The extra costs of the trainings are shown in the table below. 

 

Months of trainings Cost of training 

bonuses 

12 24.000 CZK 
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4. Strengths of the company 

It was suggested in several theories that internal communication at companies is very 

important issue. Internal communication can have a significant influence on employees 

and their satisfaction at the company (Holá, 2011). 

The results of the analyses showed that internal communication at Imcon is working very 

well and employees were positive concerning this issue. They believe that the leadership 

of the company is interested in their opinions and listens to them. The leaders also conduct 

one on one meeting once in fourteen days. At these meetings, employees can say some 

feedback to the leaders and they appreciate this practice. 

Furthermore, analysis has shown that employees think that they can express their opinions 

to the leadership concerning the changes at the company. According to Holá (2011) this 

is an important practice and management should discuss various changes with the 

employees and prepare them for the change (Holá, 2011). 

At Imcon, employees are also verbally praised by the leadership as certain answers have 

indicated. As stated by Messmer (2005) praise can be a very powerful motivator and 

leaders of the company should continue to praise their employees for good results and for 

support of their colleagues regularly (Messmer, 2005). 

Imcon should continue to keep these strengths of their company. These areas of internal 

marketing create positive atmosphere at the company and are very important for 

employees. Imcon can build on these strengths in the future.   

 

5. Decrease in amount of recruitment costs 

It is proposed that the above proposals should help the company to decrease the costs of 

recruitment by half. This is due to the fact that these proposals are based on the 

suggestions from the employees themselves who said they believe it will increase their 

motivation and satisfaction at work. Kirchner claims that the costs of recruiting are 

200.000 CZK per new employee. He said that in this cost is included payment for the 

recruitment agency (50.000 CZK) and training costs (150.000 CZK) (Kirchner, 2019). 

This year, Imcon had to recruit 6 new employees. This was mainly because some 

employees have left. Therefore, the costs of recruitment for Imcon were 1.200.000 CZK. 
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If Imcon Electronics applies the above proposals: to provide competitive salary, bonus 

system for sales representatives, English language course for the employees, purchasing 

another access in ABRA program and training assignments; recruitment costs should 

decrease by half to only 3 new employees per year. It is shown in the table below. 

 

 

Costs of recruitment in 2019 1.200.000 CZK 

Predicted costs of recruitment in 2020 600.000 CZK 

 

 

6. Expenditures of the proposals and economic benefit for Imcon Electronics 

 

Costs Costs per year 

Paid bonuses for sales representatives 420.000 CZK 

LITE English language course 100.000 CZK 

Training assignments 24.000 CZK 

TOTAL COSTS OF THE POPOSALS 544.000 CZK 

 

 

Economic benefit for Imcon Profit per year 

Increased sales due to bonus system 1.260.000 CZK 

Saved money on the recruitment 600.000 CZK 

TOTAL ECONOMIC BENEFIT 1.860.000 CZK 

 

The total costs of the proposals is estimated to 544.000 CZK. The total economic benefit 

for Imcon is estimated to be 1.860.000 CZK. 
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7. Future research 

Several answers of the employees have indicated that they feel stressed and overwhelmed 

at Imcon at the present time. They claim that it is mainly due to taking additional 

responsibilities after their colleagues have left the firm. This issue should be further 

investigated by the company leaders because it can cause the company to lose some other 

employees in the future. As it was suggested in the theoretical part, stress from overwork 

and work-life imbalance are one of the major reasons for employees leaving the 

companies (Branham, 2005). 
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CONCLUSION 

 
The main aim of the thesis was to suggest activities of internal marketing for the 

international company. 

The first part of the thesis was concerned with various theories focused on internal 

marketing issues such as methods which can increase employees motivation, internal 

communication and appropriate bonuses for employees. It was discussed that it is 

necessary to understand employees requirements in order to help them feel more satisfied 

and fulfilled in their work. 

The second part focused on the current situation analysis. Employees from the 

international company Imcon Electronics were interviewed and analysis of the obtained 

information was made. 

The final part of the thesis includes main proposals for Imcon Electronics such as to 

implement specific bonus system for sales representatives, provide employees with a 

language course from LITE language school, implement training assignments and other 

activities.  These proposals are based on the analysis of the present conditions at the 

company, theories, and several consultations with the leadership of Imcon Electronics. 

All of the proposed activities should increase the motivation of the employees.  

All the costs of these proposals are presented and economic benefit for Imcon was 

estimated. The proposals should decrease the costs on recruitment for Imcon Electronics. 

There are two issues which should be more closely evaluated and analysed by the 

company in the future. The first issue is concerned with the number of accounts for ABRA 

program. The second issue is that the results of the interviews showed that employees 

feel stressed and overwhelmed which can cause them to potentially leave the company. 

Therefore, these issues should be more closely investigated by the leadership of Imcon in 

the future. 

Imcon Electronics showed a great interest in the results of this thesis. I hope that the 

suggested proposals will help the company to increase the motivation of their employees 

and their job satisfaction. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 
Questionnaire for employees of Imcon Electronics  

(Anonymous questionnaire) 

 
 Dotazník pro zaměstnance Imcon Electronics 

(Anonymní dotazník) 

 

1.  Přijde Vám, že komunikace ve firmě je na dobré úrovni?  

1-5 

 

2. Jedná firma podle návrhů zaměstnanců? 

1-5 

 

3. Máte pocit, že se můžete ke změnám ve firmě vyjádřit?  

1-5 

 

4. Jsem spokojeny/á s vybavením firmy a s programy, které se zde využívají? 

1-5 

 

5. Jaké vybavení firmy/ program podle Vás potřebuje vylepšit? 

 

 

6. Co Vás motivuje k dobře odvedené práci? /Co považujete za vhodnou motivaci? /Co 

vás brzdí k větší motivaci 
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7. Jaký prvek by podle Vás přispěl k větší motivaci / lepšímu klima ve firmě/ zlepšení 

motivace celého týmu? 

 

 

8. Co myslíte, že snižuje motivaci zaměstnanců v této firmě? 

 

 

9. Máte pocit, že se stále učíte v práci něčemu novému? 

1-5 

 

 

10. Jak by jste si představoval/a dobrou příležitost k vzdělávání ve firmě? 
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Answers / Odpovědi 

 

Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

 

1. 

5 

 

2. 

4 

 

 

3. 

5 

 

4. 

5 

 

 

5. Systém se neustále vyvíjí, některé věci si upravujeme sami nebo se subdodavatelem, 

jsme v poměrně krátké době schopni reagovat na aktuální požadavky zákazníků. 

 

6. Peníze pro mne nejsou motivace; dobrej pocit z dobře vykonané práce, zavolá mi 

zákazník a poděkuje mi, řekne, ze si mne váží, že jsem pro něj odborník a proto mi volá. 

Vidím za sebou dost vykonané práce, mohu pomoci kolegům, týmová práce-synergie; to 

že ke mně mají lidé důvěru. 
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7. Chybí lidé, kteří by tady zůstali; máme dobré benefity, dovolenou, motivace co se týče 

obratu, stravenka 100 Kč, 2 krát do roka akce firmy, i pro rodinné příslušníky, máme 

školení, jazykový kurz. Firma platila jednu zaměstnankyni jako by byla v práci, když si 

dělala jazykový kurz, ale kurz jí neproplatila. Pan Kirchner si myslí, že když si jazykový 

kurz platí zaměstnanec sám má větší motivaci. 

 

8. Některé problémy se tady neřeší, osobně upozorním 3 krát pak to nechám být. 

 

9. 

5 

 

10. 

Odborné školení – k novým produktům, které má firma. Produktům od TE- Connectivity, 

je jich mnoho nových.  

Měli jsme na školení na Libre office. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

1. 

4 

 

2. 

3 

 

3. 

5 

 

4. 

3 

 

5. Hardware vylepšit, jsou tu věci, které jsou zdarma, ABRA se nedá pracovat home-

office. 

 

6. Využití mých schopností, jazyků, obchodních znalostí. 

 

7. Nevím. 

 

8. Když se stane, že obrat firmy klesá mne osobně demotivuje, nebo když konkurence 

stoupá, když chybí lidi a když se často se mění. 

 

9. 

5 
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10. 

Školení, produktová školení, produktová systémová školení, školení o ABŘE. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1. 

5 

 

2. 

Ještě nevím, jsem tu krátce. 

 

3. 

5 

 

4. 

5 

 

5. 

Mikrovlnka-není tady chybí. 

 

6. 

Výsledek, má to smysl, co dělám. Ještě jsem tady nedostal žádný plat, jsem tady nový, 

tak nevím jak to tu moc chodí. 

Finanční bonus, to nevím neměl jsem ještě plat. 

 

7. 

Nevím, jsem tady krátce, zatím pozitivní zkušenost s lidmi atd.; nevidím problém 

vztahový atd. 

 

 

8. 
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Nevím, nemám špatný zkušenosti. 

 

 

9. 

5- všechno je nové - je nový pro mě. 

 

 

10. Jazykový kurz,  

Jsem nový-tak všechno. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1. 

5 

 

2. 

2,5 

 

3. 

Šéf potřebuje vedet co mu to přinese, šéf chce logické argumenty, pokud mu je řekneme, 

je ochoten k návrhu přistoupit. 

4 

 

4. Firma potřebuje nové programy, ABRA-měla by mít nove moduly, Microsoft office je 

tady zastaraly, chybí přístup pro vice lidi. 

1 

 

5. Klasický office, viz. Odpověď 4. 

 

 

6. Mzda, bonusy, kolektiv, uznání. 

 

 

7. Realistické bonusy, bonusy zadané v současnosti jsou někdy nerealistické, některé 

nejsou motivující pro lidi např. ze skladu, spravedlivým přístupem; je potřeba, aby bylo 

ke každému tady fér jednání na každého stejný metr. 

Využít schopnosti lidí v tom co umí a ohodnotit to finančně. 
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Šárka je 15 let- měla by dostat pořádnou finanční odměnu. 

 

 

8. Nespravedlnost. Demotivace k novým nápadům. 

Firma by měla podpořit zaměstnance, když přijdou s něčím novým. 

 

 

9. 

5 

Záleží i na pozici na které tady jste. 

 

 

10. Jazykový kurzy vzhledem ke svojí pozici, IT školení, Excel školení. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

1. 

5 

 

2. 

4 

 

 

3. 

5 

 

 

4. 

4 

 

 

5. 

Mikrovlnka, větší lednici, je to základ, lednice by mohla být větší v ostatních firmách je 

to běžné. 

 

 

6. Plat není obrovskej, ale mám z toho tady dojem, že je to pozitivní nejsolidnější firma, 

kde jsem pracovala, velká vstřícnost, dobrej kolektiv.= to mě motivuje. 

 

 

7. Odměny-BONUSY za výkon- finanční odměna za výkon. 
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8. Peníze, Jana odchází má nějaké vzdělaní mela by mít víc, mělo by se o tom dat 

s vedením diskutovat. 

 

 

9. jsem tu krátce. 

5 

 

10. 

Není potřeba, v současnosti mi připadá všechno nové. – Je nová 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

1. 

3 

 

2. 

Má toho hodně šéf. 

3 

 

 

3. 

4 

 

4. Počítače, ABRA dobrá úroveň, je to nastavené na naše potřeby, kvůli omezenému 

přístupu do ABRY ztratí 4 zaměstnanci firmy každý den čas, ale nevím kolik je to přesně. 

4 

 

 

5. Skladové hospodářství, lépe uspořádat sklad, IT specialista, který by byl schopen 

spravovat IT věci nikoho takového tady nemáme. 

 

6. 

Práce samotná baví mě, uznání – pochvala, méně kritiky, finanční ohodnocení, 

spolupráce toho týmu. Finance. 

 

 

7. 

Motivační bonusy tady nefungují. Luba něco vymyslel a nebyl za to ohodnocen. To co 

vymyslel pomohlo firmě, ale nebyl ohodnocen. 
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8. 

Mění se až moc lidi. 

Hodně zbytečné práce, moc se mění lidi, je to ubíjející někoho zaučovat, práce, zaučíme 

je, šéfovi je jedno, ze mají velké množství práce, šéf nemá představu o množství práce. 

 

Šéf nemá přehled o tom kolik lidi berou jinde. 

 

 

9. 

Víc práce – přebírám hodně práce po ostatních. 

4 

 

 

10. 

Jazykový kurz, podle území, pro nový lidi ABRA zaškolení. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1. Jendou za 14 dní 1 on 1 se baví s námi. 

3 

 

 

2. 

3,5 

 

 

3. 

4 

 

 

4. 

4 

 

5. Nemůžu moc říct. 

 

6. Finance, benefity, prostředí a lidi. 

 

7. Větší klid, míň toho, že se to tady tak mění. 

 

8. Větší klid, míň toho, že se to tady tak mění -  lidi. 

 

9. 
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3 

10. 

Školení o výrobcích je sporadický, je , ale je sporadické, angličtina by mohla být; 

angličtina by mohla být; jako benefit angličtina úplně zdarma. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1.Věci se do detailu řeší a je to na dobré úrovni 

5 

 

 

2. 

5 

 

3. 

5 

Má to rad, říct smysl proč ten návrh dávám; říct i řešení, když mam argumenty – uplatní 

se to. 

 

4. 

3,5 

 

 

5. 

Pomalý počítač 

 

 

6. 

Pochvala, dobrá práce. Self-development, naučil jsem se něco novýho, zvládl jsem to. 

 

 

7. 
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Udržet tok firmy- někteří lidé brzo odchází, nemusí se bát, že někdo najednou odejde, na 

někoho si zvyknete a pak odejde. 

 

8. 

Udržet tok firmy- někteří lidé brzo odchází, nemusí se bát, že někdo najednou odejde, na 

někoho si zvyknete a pak odejde. 

Vedení vidí věci svými brýlemi. Víc se vžít se do pohledu toho druhýho by měli. 

 

9. 

Ano,  

Protože mám více povinností převzatých od těch, kteří odešli.  

5 

 

10. Zajímala by mě informace, jak je na tom firma v sales v Polsku atd. inside a outside 

sales. Jaké jsou Cíle v jednotlivých zemích: Česko udržet, Polsko zlepšit? Tyto informace 

by byly cenné. 

Zajímalo by mě: Víc rozvinout věci, který se dělají ve výrobě, kabeláže; využití výrobku 

Imcon; kde se v praxi naše produkty používají? 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1. 

4; 

 

2. 

4 

 

3. 

5 

 

4. 

5 

 

5. Více lidí přístup v ABŘE zakoupit, 4 zaměstnanci musejí čekat. 

 

6. 

Udržení si dobré práce; 

 

7.Každy by si měl najít motivaci sám. 

 

 

8. 

 

 

 

9. Ano.  
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5 

 

10. Učit se jazyky. Velmi bych ocenila učení se s rodilým mluvčím. Také bych ocenila 

učení se obchodní angličtiny. Také bych ocenila Feedback na emaily, které posílám v 

angličtině. Také, kdyby byl kurz AJ hrazen nebo proplacen. 
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Zaměstnanec Imcon 

 

 

1.Ano myslím si, že komunikace je na velmi dobré úrovni. Pan majitel se zajímá 

nadstandardně o myšlenky a názory svých zaměstnanců, zajímají ho a dokonce je bere i 

na porady a důležité porady. Má dobrý charakter a to dělá hodně. Problém někdy nastává, 

když vedení firmy sice naslouchá, ale pak navržené návrhy nedotahuje do konce.  

 

Zn.3 

 

2. 

2 

 

3. Ano myslím, že mám ve firmě prostor vyjádřit se k různým změnám. Vážím si toho, 

je to pro mě důležité, že záleží na mém názoru. Také věřím, že se k nám přistupuje 

opravdu ke každému stejně. 

 

Zn.4 

 

4. Nejsem spokojený s vybavením firmy. Myslím si, že program, který firma využívá – 

ABRA, je zastaralý a jsou různé potřeby, kam by se měly různé věci zapisovat, které 

nejsou využívány. Program je také pomalý a tak zpomaluje práci. Také si myslím, že 

notebooky a počítače které firma používá jsou zastaralé a pomalé a nevypadají dobře. 

Také si myslím, že telefony, které firma využívá jsou zastaralé. 

 

Zn.2 

 

 

5. ABRA, notebooky, mobily, vzhled firmy. (notebooky a mobily -  je to neprofesionální.) 
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6. Větší motivaci pro mne představuje dobře zvolená motivační finanční odměna - 

BONUS.  

 

Mohli bychom být také odměněni, jako tým – získat například prémie po vyšším prodeji/ 

skvělý team building – jako vířivka, sauna, jít na nějaký motivační film společně. Mohli 

bychom společně číst nějakou knihu, co nám vedoucí zadá. Společné jídlo při nějakých 

příležitostech. 

 

Líbí se mi, že firma dělá team-buillding. Motivuje mne otevřenost pana Kirchnera a to že 

si udělá čas, aby s námi mluvil, také to, že s námi jedná na rovinu. Motivuje mne  

pochvala a to, že mne pan Kirchner pochválil, nebo i pochválil před ostatními. 

 

 

 

 

7.Lepší motivaci by přispěly návrhy viz. Ot. č. 5. Možná by i vedení mohlo informovat 

zaměstnance o tom, jak si firma vede -  jaký měla obrat zisk, jak se na tom podíleli 

jednotliví pracovníci. 

 

 

8. Návrhy nedotažené do konce (zlepšit a obnovit webové stránky). Zastaralé vybavení. 

Pokud se ostatní zaměstnanci kolem mne méně snaží. 

 

 

9. Zatím ano, pořád jsem se něco nového učil/a. Pan Kirchner by mohl mít malou 

knihovnu s updated informacemi a články o našich výrobcích / nějaké knížky o motivaci, 

které bychom si mohli půjčovat. 
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Zn.4 

 

 

10. Již zmíněná malá knihovna. Přijede někdo nový-možná z Německa a má s námi 

školení - vysvětlí nám něco o konektorech. Máme poradu, kde se probírají up to date info 

o tom, co se přihodilo ve firmě a jak určité věci řešit. – Učíme se jeden od druhého. Učení 

pomocí videí. Možnost učit se nový jazyk užitečný pro firmu např.: aj/nj/ bulharsko(tak 

kde se prodává). 
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APPENDIX 2 

Interview with CEO of Imcon Electronics Jan Kirchner concerning the company 

targets in internal marketing 

 

Dotaz na CEO Imcon Electronics Jana Kirchnera ohledně firemních cílů v interním 

marketingu 

 

 

1. Pane Kirchnere, chtěl bych se Vás zeptat, jaký je Váš hlavní cíl v interním marketingu. 

Například to může být zvýšení produktivity práce/vytvoření rodinné atmosféry/zvýšení 

motivace atd. 

 

 

Je to samozřejmě kombinace několika cílů. 

Jako hlavní bych viděl snahu o vytvoření přátelského prostředí a důvěry spolu s lepší 

identifikací lidí s posláním firmy (to je věc na které aktivně pracuji). 

Pokud bude toto na dobré úrovni, mělo by to vést k dosažení vyšší motivace lidí a tím ke 

zvýšení produktivity, kreativity a lepším uspokojení požadavků zákazníků. Dosáhneme 

tím zlepšení konkurenční výhody. 
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APPENDIX 3 

 
Interview with CEO of Imcon Electronics Jan Kirchner  

Rozhovor s CEO Imcon Electronics Janem Kirchnerem 

 

June 2019 / červen 2019 

 
 
1.  Jaký je průměrný plat pro sales representative pozici (inside, outside sale)? 
 
25-50000 CZK. 
 
 
 
2. Kolik stojí firmu extra licence do ABRA programu? 
 
40000 CZK jednorázově, doplatek je každý rok znovu 10.000 CZK. 
 
 
 
3.  Kolik stojí firmu recruitment 1 nového zaměstnance? 
 
Agentuře Imcon zaplatí 50.000 Kč za to, když nastoupí, se školením nový člověk pro 
Imcon stojí 200.000 Kč celkem (50.000 agentura, 150.000 školení a trénink). 
 
 
4.  Kolik mají sales representatives měsíční target na sale? 
 
Nemají v současnosti žádný target. 
 
 
 
5.  Kolik by firma mohla mít zisk, pokud Sales Representatives zlepší oslovování 
zahraničních klientů? (jazykovým kurzem) 
 
10-50 milionů ročně. 
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6.  Kolik by firmu stálo, kdyby zaměstnanci, kteří jsou ve firmě delší dobu školili nové 
zaměstnance o ABRA programu? 
 
Školení pro jednoho člověka by firmu stálo 6000 Kč. 
 

 


